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Enclosed is the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for North
Idaho Timber Management. The Coeur d'Alene District Office of the Bureau

of Land Management prepared the statement pursuant to Section 102 (2)(c)

of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

This final statement differs from the usual procedure of reprinting the

entire revised draft statement. This statement includes only those
changes that are necessary in the draft EIS and the responses to public

comments received on the draft EIS. As such, this FEIS must be used In

conjunction with the earlier draft statement which was distributed to the

public in late July, 1980. This revised procedure has saved substantial
time and money. A limited number of the draft EIS books are available
from the Coeur d'Alene District Office.

This EIS is part of the decision process but is not a decision document.
The decision on the action to be taken will be based on the analysis
contained in the EIS, BLM's workforce and budget constraints, public

concerns, and other multiple-use resource objectives or programs for the

area. No action can be taken for at least 30 days following filing of the

final statement with the Environmental Protection Agency and distribution
to the public. A summary document which outlines the management direction
for the iands discussed in this EIS will be prepared and made available as

soon as decisions are made.

We appreciate the time and effort spent by those who commented on the

draft EIS. Many of the comments resulted in a better assessment of the

various alternatives. We have attempted to respond to the comments in an

honest and professional manner.

Thank you for your interest and participation.
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NORTH IDAHO TIMBER MANAGEMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

( ) Draft (X) Final Environmental Impact Statement

1. Type of Action : (X) Administrative ( ) Legislative

2. Responsible Agencies :

a. Lead Agency: Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management

b. Cooperating Agencies: None

3. Abstract : The North Idaho Timber Management Environmental Impact Statement analyzes the

effects of a 10-year timber management program on public lands in northern Idaho. Five timber

management alternatives including the proposed action are presented for consideration and are

analyzed in terms of their projected environmental (including economic) effects. Each alternative

considers a different level of timber management acreage and practices.

This document will be used to determine the proper Intensity of timber management on the public

lands using the multiple use sustained-yield concept. Its contents exemplify the conflicting

demands being placed on public lands and the fact that concessions are necessary to achieve an

equitable balance between commodity resource use and resource protection. The timber management

program selected for the subject public lands will be based upon the analysis presented in this

document.

4. Comments Have Been Requested and Received from the Following :

See Consultation and Coordination section for a list of agencies, organizations, and

individuals who commented on the draft EIS. Page 5-3 of the draft EIS contains a list of those who

were sent the draft EIS and asked to comment.

5. Date Draft Statement Made Available to EPA and the Public:

Draft: July 25, 1980
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ntroduct ion

The Draft North Idaho Timber Management Environmental Impact Statement was filed with the

Environmental Protect ional Agency and released to the public on July 25, 1980. The public review

period ended September 15, 1980.

At the time the draft was published allowable cut volumes were calculated using Kemp's formula,

a means for determining allowable cut volumes without computer simulation. Since that time we have

made numerous SIMIX computer runs to calculate allowable cut volumes for each alternative. These

runs resulted in volumes which are very close to those presented In the draft EIS. Since the

computer calculated volumes varied only slightly for those assessed in the draft EIS, no new impacts

were found during the analysis of the computer generated volumes. The Addendum section of this

final EIS contains additional Information about the allowable cut calculation.

During and following the public review period letters of comment were received from 67

agencies, groups, or individuals. Several of those responding thought that we should have analyzed

additional alternatives. The Addendum section of this document contains a discussion of alternative

development and alternatives identified but not considered. Letters of comment and our responses to

them are contained in the Consultation and Coordination section of this final EIS.

Technical and editorial changes required in the draft EIS are contained in the Errata section

of this document.
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SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this environmental impact

statement (EIS) is to provide the decision maker

and the public with an assessment of environ-

mental impacts which would or could result from

implementation of a 10-year timber management

program on public lands in northern Idaho. Most

aspects of the proposed timber management

alternatives were developed through the

Management Framework Plan (MFP) component of the

Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Coeur d'Alene

District's land use and allocation plan.

Timber management practices would include methods

for slash disposal, site preparation, reforest-

tation, precommerci al thinning, commercial thin-

ning and fertilization.

The proposal also includes the construction of

roads to provide a means of moving logs from the

cutting area loading site. The annual harvest

proposed under this alternative is approximately

3.44 mil lion board feet more than the annual

average for the past 10 years.

During the "scoping" phase of the EIS

process, several issues were identified by other

agencies and the public. These included the

proposed level of timber harvest; possible local

and regional economic impacts from the timber

management plan; and the plan's possible effects

on water quality and wildlife habitat. These

issues have been addressed in this document.

The EIS area is located in the panhandle of

northern Idaho. Of the almost 14,000,000 acres

within the area, only 271,425 acres (1.9$) are

managed by BLM. During the past decade, the

volume of timber harvested from BLM lands within

the EIS area has averaged about one percent of

the total volume harvested.

ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

The BLM has proposed the following five

alternatives: (Six alternatives were presented

in the draft EIS; however, based on computer runs

Alternative D is no longer viable. See Addendum

Section of this final EIS for further infor-

mation).

PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

The proposed action alternative proposes an

annual harvest of approximately 3.68 million

cubic feet of timber (14.72 million board feet)

to be harvested from 80,489 acres of land avail-

able for timber production. Clearcutti ng, two-

stage shelterwood cutting, and single-tree

selection cutting practices would be employed.

ALTERNATIVE A (NON-COMMODITY EMPHASIS)

Alternative A emphasizes non-commodity

values and protection and enhancement of the

natural environment. Under this alternative, an

annual harvest of approximately .85 million cubic

feet of timber (3.40 million board feet) would be

realized from 19,685 acres of land available for

timber production.

ALTERNATIVE B (COMMODITY EMPHASIS)

Alternative B emphasizes the production of

commodity resources including timber. Approxi-

mately 4.13 million cubic feet (16.52 million

board feet) of timber would be harvested annually

from 89,333 acres al located to timber

production.

ALTERNATIVE C (NO-ACTION)

Alternative C would continue the current

level of timber management. Under this alter-

native, approximately 2.05 million cubic feet

(11.3 million board feet) of timber would be

harvested from 86,103 acres available for timber

production. No fertilization, very little

reforestation planting, and only limited thinning

would take place.

ALTERNATIVE D (OVERMATURE ACCELERATED HARVEST)

No longer considered a viable alternative.



ALTERNATIVE E (TRANSFER OF STATE LIEU LANDS)

Alternative E would reduce the amount of

land available for BLM timber management through

transfer to the State of Idaho under the Lieu

Selection process. It is recognized that the

State of Idaho would probably manage these lands

for timber production; however, it is not within

the scope of this EIS to assess State management

of these lands. Under this alternative, an

annual harvest of 13.08 million board feet would

be realized from 70,087 acres of BLM administered

iands available for timber production.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

water yield due to vegetation manipulation (road

construction, timber harvest, yarding, slash

disposal) and increased sediment yield due to

land disturbances (road construction, yarding,

slash disposal, mechanical scarification).

Water yield increases would range from a low

of 93 acre feet per year with an equivalent flow

of .13 cubic feet per second for alternative A to

a high of 477 acre feet per year with an

equivalent flow of .66 cubic feet per second

under alternative B. When compared to the

estimated water yield from ail district lands

(305,000 acre feet per year, 422 cubic feet per

second), the increases resulting from any

alternative would be insignificant.

AIR QUALITY

The primary impacts to air quality would be

particulate emissions resulting from prescribed

burning and road use. These emissions would

range from 1,600 tons per year under alternative

A to 3,000 tons per year under alternative B.

When compared to the region as a whole, these

emissions would range from .08 percent to .43

percent of the total for the region. Impacts to

air quality are deemed to be insignificant under

any alternative.

SOILS

Primary impacts to the soils resource would

be soil loss and soil compaction, which reduce

soil productivity. Road construction and

maintenance would be the major causes of erosion,

and yarding would be the major cause of com-

paction. Soil losses would range from approxi-

mately 320 tons per year average under alter-

native A to about 1,600 tons per year average

under alternative B. Acres compacted due to

yarding would range from 236 acres for the decade

under alternative A to 1,210 acres for alter-

native B. These soil loss and compaction rates

would not be regionally significant for any

alternative.

Sediment yield increases as measured in tons

of sediment reaching streams ranges from 1,300

tons (.for a 10-year period) for alternative A to

6,500 tons under alternative B. When compared to

overall existing sediment levels, the levels

resulting from any alternative would be

i nsign i f leant.

VEGETATION

Impacts to vegetation would include the

initial destruction of vegetation caused by road

construction, harvest, yarding, and other

practices; loss of vegetation production on areas

of newly constructed running road surface; and

alterations in habitat which would Increase the

growth potential of commercial trees.

Road construction would eliminate biological

productivity (Including timber) on from 32 acres

for alternative A to 270 acres for alternative C.

This Impact would not be significant.

Management activities such as site pre-

paration, planting of seedlings, fertilization,

and thinning would increase timber productivity

by about 20 percent. Known populations of

threatened or endangered plant species would not

be affected by any alternative.

ANIMALS

WATER RESOURCES

The main impacts of the timber management

program on water resources would be Increased

None of the alternatives would significantly

impact terrestrial animals. For the decade, elk

would lose 91 acres of habitat under alternative

A increasing to a high of 662 acres under alter-



native B. Habitat losses for snag-dependent

species would range from 444 acres to 2,274

acres. Of the endangered, threatened, or

sensitive species occuring in north Idaho, it is

anticipated that none would be affected by any

alternative.

To some degree, the alternatives would have

the following effects on aquatic habitat: I)

altered stream flow regimes; 2) water temperature

changes; 3) logging debris accumulations; 4)

increased accumulations of bottom and suspended

sediments; and 5) the introduction of fertilizers

into water courses. None of these effects would

be of a significant nature.

Stream crossings of Class I streams would

have an effect on fish habitat. Habitat losses

would range from 40 feet under alternative A to

200 feet under alternative B. When compared to

available habitat, these losses would be

i nsign i f leant.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

cases, lessees may have to locate alternative

grazing pasture during periods of forest

restocki ng.

Timber management activities would affect

recreational setting and activity opportunities.

These changes would be insignificant overall due

to the small amount of land affected.

SOCIAL VALUES

Despite the large Federal ownership of land

in the EIS area (.61%), the BLM manages only 1.9

percent of the total land area. These BLM-

adm in istered lands are widely scattered

throughout the area. Because of this inter-

mingling of lands and due to the absence of large

blocks of land under BLM management, it Is

unlikely that any particular social system or

lifestyle Is primarily dependent on BLM land for

survival. The effects on the social systems of

the area would be minimal from any alternative.

No adverse impacts to listed or eligible

National Register properties would result from

any alternative. The potential exists, however,

that unknown cultural resource sites could be

adversely affected by timber management

activities. Any damage to a site could be of a

permanent nature.

ECONOMICS

Employment and income would be affected by

the timber management program. On a regional

basis, employment changes would vary from a loss

of 122 jobs under alternative A to a gain of 80

jobs for alternative B.

VISUAL (SCENIC) RESOURCES

Implementation of any of the alternatives

would cause localized disruptions of the

landscape. These would affect scenic quality to

some degree; however, due to the scattered land

ownership pattern and limited acreage involved,

the overal I impact would be minor.

LAND USES

Opening the forest canopy would provide

increased forage for domestic livestock. In some

Total regional income for the decade would

vary from a loss of almost 1.7 million dollars

under alternative A to a gain of I.I million

dollars for alternative B.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Implementation of any alternative would be

considered an intensive energy investment. It is

assumed that all energy consumed would be in the

form of fossil fuels. Energy usage would range

from 3I0 million Btus to 1,600 million Btus

depending on the alternative chosen.





ADDENDUM

THIS SECTION CONTAINS ADDITIONAL OR NEW INFORMATION
WHICH WILL AMPLIFY OR CLARIFY INFORMATION PRESENTED
IN THE DRAFT EIS.



Development of Alternatives

During the tentative land use allocation phase of the Management Framework Plan (MFP) process,

numerous management options were considered for each of 19 geographic response units (polygons)

which make up the planning area. Each geographic response unit was intensively studied using a full

spectrum of options ranging from complete exclusion of timber management to maximum permissible

levels of timber management. Likewise, many response units were analyzed considering wildlife,

recreation, scenic quality, and other resources as their primary land use. At a minimum, 57

alternative levels of management were considered during the land use allocation process.

In categorizing these alternatives for use in the EIS, a range of varying intensities of timber

management and varying acres devoted to timber management was developed to cover the full spectrum

of commodity resource (in this case timber) production versus other resource enhancement/protection.

Since timber management and production can, in many cases, occur concurrently with other resource

needs, the non-commodity emphasis alternative (Alt. A) would permit some timber management and

associated harvest while at the same time provide for the maximum enhancement of other non-commodity

values. Similarly, the maximum timber production alternative (Alt. B) would accomodate the

protection of some non-ccmmod ity resource values while emphasizing a maximum level of timber

management. The only land allocations and other resource protective measures which constrain the

acreage and management intensities available for timber management under alternative B are required

by law or pol icy.

The proposed action alternative was developed by bringing in the outer limits of the management

options to a point which permits maximum protection and enhancement of environmentally critical

resources while at the same time providing for an active timber management program.

The lack of a large difference in acreage to be allocated for timber management between the

proposed action alternative (80,489 acres) and the commodity emphasis alternative (Alt. B, 89,333

acres) is an indication that in the area assessed in this EIS, timber management can take place in

harmony with the protection and development of other elements of the environment. The larger

difference in timber managemet acreages between the proposed action alternative (80,489 acres) and

the non-commodity emphasis alternative (Alt. A, 19,685 acres) is due primarily to the extremely

scattered land pattern and high incidence of very small isolated tracts of BLM administered lands.

This fragmented, and in many cases, isolated land pattern makes management for any purpose difficult

at best. When these lands were analyzed under the land use allocation process it was very apparent

that once a small or isolated parcel was tentatively allocated primarily for the enhancement of

wildlife, recreation, scenic quality, or other values, an intensive level of timber management was

not viable. The high cost of road construction, maintenance, easement acquisition, and timber

related contract administration for these lands would not be warranted when compared to the limited

amount of timber which would be available for management and harvest.

Attempts to develop a viable alternative level of management somewhere between the

non-commodity emphasis alternative (Alt. A) and the proposed action alternative were made; however,

early assessment during the land use allocation process showed that any feasible management options

always resulted in aggregated timber management within a few hundred acres (2-7?) of either

Alternative A or the proposed action alternative. It was determined that an assessment of such an

alternative would not provide any new base data nor a significantly different range of environmental

impacts. Such an alternative would not fit the "reasonable alternative" criteria of the Council on

Environmental Quality's (CEQ) Regulations for Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA), (40, CFR, Part 1502.14).
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Likewise, it was determined that a totally unconstrained timber production alternative would

not meet the "reasonable alternative" requirement since federal laws and policies would have to be

violated to implement such an alternative. The commodity emphasis alternative (Alt. B) provides the

highest level of timber management acreage permissible under current law and policy. For

comparative purposes, approximately 25.2 mmbf (SIMIX 1980) of timber could be cut annually for the

next decade if no constraints were placed on productive forest lands. These figures would indicate

that approximately 8.7 mmbf of timber harvest is constrained annually by laws to protect various

environmental components and by other land use allocations.

The no-action alternative (Alt. C) is required by CEQ regulations and represents an average of

past management practices and intensities. In actuality, it assesses a program of no new actions

rather than no action at all. Alternative D (accelerated harvest of overmature timber) was assessed

in accordance with a Presidential Memorandum of June 12, 1979. It was basically the same as the

proposed action alternative with a 10$ increase in cut for 40 years. SIMIX computer runs (1980)

made after the publication of the draft EIS indicate that alternative D does not conform to the

criteria established for accelerated harvest. For this reason, alternative D is no longer

considered a viable alternative. See a further discussion of this alternative in the Allowable Cut

Determination section of this addendum. Alternative E (state lieu transfer) assesses a reduction in

BLM administered lands which could occur due to the lieu selection process.

Prior to the development of the EIS, the three major alternatives developed during the land use

allocation process (Alt. A, Proposed Action Alternative, and Alt. B) were presented to the public

through two processes. In January, 1980, a series of eight public meetings were held throughout

northern Idaho during which the various alternative levels of management were presented and

discussed. A workshop phase at each meeting permitted the participants an opportunity to indicate

their preferences for land use allocations. In February 1980, formal and informal EIS issue scoping

was accomplished through meetings with other agencies, industry representatives, and other

interested citizens. An information and response packet was mailed out to approximately 700 people

who had expressed an interest in land use planning on public lands. Through these meetings and

returned response forms, the issues and alternatives to be assessed in the EIS were finalized.

Alternatives Identified but not Considered

Through the land use allocation public meetings and EIS scoping process three other

alternatives were identified. Two of these, an alternative level of timber management between the

proposed action and non-ccmmod i ty emphasis alternatives (requested by one federal agency), and an

alternative level of timber management unconstrained by any conflicting allocations (requested by

two timber industry groups) were dismissed from further analysis for the reasons mentioned earlier

concerning the inclusion of only "reasonable alternatives" in the EIS.

A third alternative, suggested by a few respondents, would involve the transfer, exchange, or

sale of isolated and/or difficult to manage BLM acreage with the U. S. Forest Service, State of

Idaho, or private citizens. It was determined that this subject was outside the scope of this EIS.

It should be noted; however, that the BLM is currently involved in discussions with the U. S. Forest

Service concerning land exchanges between the two agencies to provide each with more manageable

tracts of land. The BLM is also processing the transfer of some lands to the State and has an

ongoing program of land exchange with private individuals.
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Inventory Summary

Figures F-1 to F-5 display the age class distributions for all alternatives. Volumes by age

class are summarized in Table F-1.

During analysis of inventory data it became apparent that the 5.5 board feet to cubic foot

ratio used in the draft EIS was to high. A true relationship between board feet and cubic feet for

the Coeur d'Alene District was developed using statistical regression techniques. The relationship

between stand age and the board foot/cubic foot ratio is shown in Figure F-6. Approximately 90

years is the average stand age for existing timber on the district and 95 years is the average

rotation age for future stands. Using these ages in the regression formula results in a ratio of 4

board feet per cubic foot.
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TABLE F-1 SUMMARY OF ACRES AND VOLUME BY AGE CLASS

AGE Proposed Action Alt. Alt. A Alt . B Alt . C Alt . F.

CLASS AREA VOLUME AREA VOLUME AREA VOLUME AREA VOLUME AREA VOLUME

ACRES M.CU.FT. ACRES M.CU.FT. ACRES M.CU.FT. ACRES M.CU.FT. ACRES M.CU.FT.

4,258 2,116 6,598 4,735 5,537

10 2,130 944 2,922 2,593 3,504

20 407 398 430 701

30 861 1,068 842 1,045 861 1,068

40 4,306 6,751 970 1,521 6,391 10,021 4,305 6,749 1,401 2,197

50 5,121 9,669 943 1,781 5,003 9,447 5,166 9,754 1,332 2,515

60 5,934 13,066 1,173 2,583 5,799 12,768 6,027 1,327 5,467 12,037

70 7,201 18,192 1,199 3,008 7,084 17,772 7,749 19,441 3,435 8,618

80 12,872 36,160 2,425 6,812 12,577 35,332 13,766 38,671 6,937 19,488

90 10,216 31,609 3,085 9,572 1 1,413 35,413 1 1 , 1 93 34,730 1 1 , 1 47 34,588

100 6,437 21,652 1,347 4,566 7,130 24,170 6,895 23,373 7,708 26,129

110 5,167 18,964 1,455 5,340 5,891 21,622 5,166 18,961 4,204 15,430

120 3,445 13,588 3,366 13,276 5,166 20,375 2,802 11,052

130 2,991 12,596 970 4,085 2,922 12,305 1,722 7,251 2,103 8,856

140 1,268 5,760 229 1,024 1,239 5,540 1,291 5,772 2,103 9,404

150 1,675 7,915 714 3,374 2,064 9,753 1,721 8,132 2,804 13,251

160 1,268 6,305 714 3,550 1,634 8,140 1,722 8,562 701 3,486

170 2,036 10,614 458 2,388 2,387 12,444 2,152 1 1,218 3,364 17,536

180 1,268 6,907 714 3,890 2,081 11,335 1,722 9,379 2,103 11,455

190 814 4,619 229 1,299 796 4,517 861 4,885 1,332 7,558

200

210 407 2,486 398 2,431 430 2,626 701 4,282

220

230 407 2,652 398 2,594 430 2,802 701 4,568

TOTAL 80,489 230,573 19,685 54,793 89,333 249,925 86,103 235,076 70,087 212,450

SOURCE: BLM Coeur d'Alene District, 1980
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Rgure F-3. Age class distribution for Alternative B
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Figure F-4. Age class distribution for Alternative C.
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Allowable Cut Determination

SIMIX computer modeling has been completed. The basic yield curves used In the model are shown

in Figure F-7. The present growth curve was derived directly from inventory data. The future

growth curve was the result of integrating the PROGNOSIS curves plus a 20| increase in yield for

intensive management practices.

The results of SIMIX are shown In Table F-2. As the board foot volumes did not change

significantly, no changes were made in the volumes presented in the draft EIS.

Alternative D (Overmature Accelerated Harvest) proposed a 10 percent increase above the

proposed action alternative harvest level (non-declining harvest level) for 40 years and then a

return to the non-declining harvest level. The alternative was included for analyzation in

accordance with BLM policy stated in BLM Washington Office Instruction Memo 79-529 dated June 19,

1979. This Memo stated:

"Temporary increases over the non-declining harvest level will be permitted only if prescribed

criteria are met. These criteria are: (1) early attainment of a regulated forest growing at its

sustained yield capacity; (2) reduction in mortality and accompanying timber volume loss; (3)

minimizing any projected timber supply shortages; (4) minimizing the impacts of any decrease in the

current al lowable cut, and (5) does not result in a subsequent future decrease below the non-

declining harvest level unless unusual and extenuating circumstances exist."

SIMIX outputs did not agree with this alternative as proposed. SIMIX predicted the following

deviation from the above listed criteria:

1. Any increase above the non-declining harvest level would result In a future reduction in

harvest volume.

2. There was no significant recovery of volume that would otherwise be lost to mortality.

3. The time required to reach a regulated forest was approximately the same as the proposed

action alternative.

Hence, Alternative D is no longer viable and has been dropped from further consideration.
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TABLE F-2 SIMIX RESULTS

Ml LLION CUBIC FEET

ALTERNATIVE DEIS SIMIX

P. A. 25.5

A 5.87

B 30.2

C 20.5

D 28.1

E 20.13

36.8

8.5

41.3

20.5

#

32.7

MILLION BOARD FEET

DE IS SIMIX

140.5

32.3

166.1

1 12.8

154.6

1 10.7

147.2

34.0

165.2

1 12.8

130.8

SOURCE: BLM COEUR D'ALENE DISTRICT, 1980

* ALTERNATIVE D WAS DROPPED FROM CONSIDERATION. SEE TEXT,
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Figure F-7. Present and future yield from BLM lands.
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Consultation and Coordination

During the preparation of the draft EIS the Coeur d'Aiene District isssued news releases, sent

out information packets, and made personal contacts to describe the EIS and request the contribution

of interested individuals and groups. Prior to this, the District conducted numerous public

meetings with individuals and agencies to gather information, opinions, and suggestions on

preparation of land use plans upon which the EIS is based.

The draft EIS was filed with the Environmental Protection Agency on July 25, 1980 and

approximately 700 copies were distributed for public review. During or following the public review

period, which ended on September 15, 1980, 67 letters of comment were received from agencies,

groups, or individuals. The following is a list of those who commented in writing on the draft EIS.

Copies of letters received and BLM's responses to the comments they contain are Included in the

Letters of Comment section of this final EIS.

List of Draft EIS Commenters

(listed In order letters were received)

Letter Number Common ter

1 Wickes Forest Industries - Gerfen

2 Burlington Northern

3 Wickes Forest Industries - Wassmuth

4 U. S. Department of the Interior - Water

and Power Resources Service

5 Soil Conservation Service

6 Dept. of the Army - Corps of Engineers

7 State of Idaho - Department of Lands

8 U. S. Department of the Interior - Heritage

Conservation and Recreation Service

9 W. C. Rust

10 Inland Empire Big Game Council

11 Dept. of Energy - Bonneville Power Admin.

12 Scott Company

13 Inland Forest Resource Council

14 U. S. Department of the Interior -

Geological Survey

15 Diamond International Corp.

16 Pot latch Corp.

17 State of Idaho - Attorney General

18 Richard J. Borel lo

19 J. R. Joel son

20 Verne and Viola El lis

21 Patrick Hekl

22 Steven & Rita Price

23 Charles Humes

24 Shawn P. Duffey

25 Mr. & Mrs. Phil Jennings

26 Laurence & Rita Sladick

27 Pearl & Leslie Schmer

20



Letter Number Commenter

28 Brian Castor

29 Vesta & El wood Berry

30 Henry L. Stevens

31 Ed Cal lahan

32 James & Lora Cravey

33 Nancy A. Nesbitt

34 Alan & Norma Younker

35 Bill Mase

36 Pete Parker

37 Robynn M. Lujan

38 Brian Price

39 Ed & Marguerite Judy

40 Richard R. Borel lo

41 R. Hi Imer Percel I

42 L. A. Nelson

43 Richard Lish & family

44 Del & Donna Armstrong

45 Daniel Vaughan

46 Marvin Johnson

47 Joyce Klocek-Cal lahan

48 J. C. Saffel Is

49 Sid Rayfleld

50 Jeanne Spring stead

51 Barry Price

52 Joan C. Nel son

53 CI if ford D. Ownbey

54 Mrs. Rudolf Marmon

55 Glen Eich

56 Mr. & Mrs. James Mil ler & Sons

57 Wil Nam J. Neil

58 Ken Hoi Mnshead

59 Peter C. Wagstaff

60 Donna B. Favor

61 State of Idaho - Dept. of Fish and Game

62 U. S. Department of the Interior - Fish

and Wi Id I i fe Serv ice

63 State of Idaho - State Clearinghouse

64 U. S. Environmental Portection Agency -

Region X

65 U. S. Department of the Interior - National

Park Serv ice

66 Dept. of the Army - Corps of Engineers,

Wal la Wal la District

67 Idaho State Historic Preservation Office
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LETTERS OF COMMENT
AND RESPONSES
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Letters of Comment

This section contains letters of comment received on the draft EIS and where required, BLM's

response to specific comments. The letters are divided into two groups, those which do not require

a response and those that do. All letters are numbered in the upper right corner. These numbers

correspond to the letter numbers listed in the Consultation and Coordination section of this

document.

For those letters requiring specific response, the pertinent comment within the letter is

identified by a vertical line In the left margin of the letter and a comment number corresponding to

the letter number. The BLM response to each comment immediately follows each letter. Reference to

DEIS refers to the draft EIS.
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LETTERS REQUIRING NO RESPONSE
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wWickes Forest Industries wWickes Forest Industries

August 18, 1980
August 19, 19

4UG

Mr. Martin J . Zimmer
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 1889

Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814

Dear Mr. Zimmer:

This letter is in response to the North Idaho Timber Management
Draft E.I.S.

I strongly support the proposed "Action" alternative for the
North Idaho area. I feel that it would be in the best interest of the
public to manage the timber resources of this area to help insure its

continued production. At the same time, I feel that care must be taken
to protect other resources from permanent damage. I believe that the
proposed "Action" alternative allows for proper treatment of the timber
resource while maintaining quality air, water, game and visual resources.

Thank yoo for this opportunity to respond to this E.I.S.

Sincerely,

Jfac hi
JEFFREY A. GERFEN
Timber Manager

"***,

Mr. Martin Zimmer
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Dear Martin:

In reviewing the North Idaho Timber Management Draft E.I.S.,
I found it to contain much useful information concerning the manage-
ment of the B.L.M. lands in North Idaho. I am sure this E.I.S. will

also be a useful reference for me in the future.

I would have liked to see Alternative B chosen but would also

agree with your "Proposed Action" as an improvement over the current
situation. I think we can greatly improve the management of B.L.M.
lands while protecting all the necessary resources.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this issue.

Sincerely,

W—

^

JIM WASSMUTH
Forester

JAG:jv

United States Department of the Interior

WATER \SD POWER RESOURCES SERVICE
PUI1H NORTH* ESI RECTOS

FF.DERAl BUILDING * U.S. COl'RTHOVSE
BOX M3-550 WES1 H1R1 SIRM I

BOtsF IDAHO RS7X4

August 25, 1980

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

NPSEN-PL-ER 2 AIT; '.330

To: Ted Graf, North Idaho Timber EIS Team Leader
Bureau of Land Management, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho

From: Regional Director, Water & Power Resources Service
Boise, Idaho

Subject: Review of North Idaho Timber Management Draft Environmental
Statement (DES 80-45)

The subject statement has been reviewed by appropriate members of our staff,

and we have no objections to the content of the document. Please let us know

if we can be of further assistance in the review process.

For the Regional Director

<Co Q ^lou%*+4^

Acting Regional Environmental Officer

cc: Commissioner, Attention Code 150, WDC
Director, Office of Environmental Project Review, WDC

Mr. Ted Craf

North Idaho Timber EIS Team Leade

Bureau of Land Management

Post Office Box 1889

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Dear Mr. Gr

We have reviewed the draft environmental impact statement on the propo

Timber Management for the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) , Coeur d'Ale

District, Idaho, with respect to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' are

responsibility for flood control, navigation, and regulatory functions

not have any comments.

Thank you for the oppor thi

SIDNEV/KNUTSON, P.E.

Asst Chief, Engineering Di

4&



SCOTT m DIAMOND INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 15

Sept. 12, 1980
12

September 1
L

_ , 1 98C

U.S. Dept. of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
District Office
1808 North 3rd. St.
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho - 83814

Dear Sirs:

Re the BLM Draft E1S - North Idaho Timber Management
on which you are currently seeking comments, Scott Paper c
Plan "D":

(Accelerated Harvest Overmature Timber) Harvest 15'j

b, f. for 40 years, then return to 14 million foot harvest

Thank you for considering our comments in making your

George E. Pfe^Ter,

Manager Idaho Operati
Scott Paper Co.
P. 0. Box 177

Santa, Idaho - 83866

District
Coeur d'Alene Area

' Land Management

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho o3614

apprei Late the pportunity to comment on the BLM Draft
.1. .-North Edaho riml ent Plan. Although w< have

review the document and -'.'ill r robably
on detail later, we want to have our I

r>ression recorded by the September lb deadline.

In the first place we feel that Alternative £ (transfer
of State - Leiu Lands) is h md should be :

:

as soon as possible. These lands bi

State of Idaho under the Admissions Act and should
in their hands long asp. They will provide import a

to State institutions.

ndly, we believe tnat Alternative D (accelerated Harvest
of Overmature Timber) should be pursued. It is very important

I

er timber management to convert old growth stands into
second growth management in order .-ial growth and
productivity. Because most of the BLM lands in :*orth Idaho are
very accessible this should be relatively easy to accomplish.

Again thank you for the opportunity to comment on ycur
Draft Management Plan.

Sincerely,

Frank J /Favor
Timber & Lands Manager

cc: Gorden Trombley
Howard McDowell

60

1036 N. 23rd. St.

Coeur d'Alene , Idaho
638lii

September 15, 1990

Bureau of Land Management

1808 N. 3rd. St.
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 938H*

He: BLM Draft EIS - North Idaho Mgmt. Plan

The alternatives I have given my careful consideration and have choeen
In order of their priority are as follows

i

E. (Transfer to State-Lieu Lands). These lands were promised
long ago - the transfer le overdue.

B. (Commodity emphasis) A well managed forest will provide for

both the economy and the environment.

Sincerely,

Donna B. Favor



I'nited States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 62

63State Of Idaho

DIVISION OF BUDGET, POLICY PLANNING AND COORDINATION
EXFCUTIVF OFFICE Oh THE GOVI RNOR

JOHN V EVANS

September 15,

Mr. Ted Graf
Northern Idaho Timber EIS Team Leader

Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1889

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Dear Mr. Graf:

September 15, 1980

s£?

v - ]

Re: EC # 80/38

This is in responce to our recent receipt of the Northern Idaho Timber

Management Draft EIS. Due to fiscal contraints, we are unable to re-

view and comment specifically on the draft at this time.

We will in the interest of fish and wildlife resources offer a few gen-

eral comments. The Fish and Wildlife Service has identified Columbia

Basin anadromous fish as its highest "Important Resource Priority" (IRP).

Idaho populations of Chinook salmon and steelhead trout have declined as

a result of a combination of factors. One problems this office is working

to resolve is the loss of anadromous fish habitat from forest development

and other forms of land use.

Other IRPs in Idaho include Threatened and Endangered Species and migratory

birds. The subject EIS and record of decision and all future documents

should give adequate consideration to these nationally and internationally

important fish and wildlife resources. Habitat considerations should be

included in all management planning.

Mr. Ted Graf
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1889
Couer d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Dear Mr. Graf:

&tf.
& i^oO

The Idaho State Clearinghouse has completed its review of the
North Idaho Timber Management Draft Environmental Impact Statement,
SAI #00303916. The following agencies received copies of the DEIS
for their review and comment:

Department of Health & Welfare/Division of Environment
Department of Fish and Game
Department of Lands
Clearwater Economic Development Association

Comments from the Department of Fish and Game will be forthcoming.

Thank you for the opportunity to assist you in the review of your
Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Please send us a copy of
the Final Environmental Impact Statement when it is completed. If

you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call either myself
or Lois Wade at 334-3412.

Sincerely,

Gloria Mabbutt, Coordinator
Idaho State Clearinghouse

GM:lw

Enclosure

Save Energy and You Serve America.'

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

62
Our FY 81 funding will allow us to contribute more constructively to your
planning process.

Sincerely yours,

L. A. Mcjhrhoff '

Area Manager

cc: Clough, FWS/0EC, Uashington, D.C.

Pehrson, IDFG, Boise
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6 October 1980

IDAHO STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY
610 NORTH JULIA DAVIS DRIVE BOISE 93706

67

Mr. Ted Graf
North Idaho Timber EIS Team Leader
Bureau of Land Management
P. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

October 31, 1980

Mr. Martin J. Zimmer
District Manager, BLM

P. 0. Box 1889
Coeur d* Alene, ID 83814

Dear Mr. Graf:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the North Idaho Timber Management

Oraft Environmental Impact Statement (EtS). Our review does not reveal any

direct effects on Corps responsibilities in hydropower, flood control, naviga-

tion, or permits. As you may be aware, our Dworshak Oam and Reservoir

project, headquartered at Ahsahka, Idaho, is in the middle of your study area.

Oworshak accounts for 50,736 acres of the 95,000 acres of "Other Federal"

lands shown in Table 1-1, page 1-2 of the draft.

We provide the fol lowing comments and recommendations for you to consider in

preparing your final EIS:

a. On page 3-24, you briefly discuss the "Activity Opportunities" of the

"Affected Environment." You do not include sightseeing or camping as major

recreational activities. In 1979, we recorded the following percentage of use

breakdown for Oworshak:

Sightseeing
Water Sports*
Fishing

42 percent

38 percent
16 percent

Camp 1 riq

Picnicking
Hunting

10 percent

4 percent
1 percent

*Boating, Waterskiing, Swimming

Based on our experience, you may wish to consider rating sightseeing and

boating as major recreational activities

b. On page 4-1, you note that the Management Plan would impact air

quality by increasing particulate emissions caused by slash burning and vehic-
ular use of unpaved roads. Certainly, advanced planning in logging roads

66
NPWEN-PL
Mr. Ted Graf

6 October 1980

development should keep the number of roads to the minimum; this will help

reduce the impact to air quality. With respect to slash burning, we recommend
that you pile slash near existing roads and implement a firewood permit pro-
gram for the publ ic. Although the material wil 1 still end up burned, the
visual impact will be considerably less and the wood would be put to a prac-
tical use while providing a recreational activity as well. Our firewood per-
mit program at Dworshak has been well accepted by the local public.

c. On page 4-6 you note that vegetation manipulation resulting from the
Management Plan would impact water qual ity. Again, minimal road development
would reduce such an impact. Ue also recommend that the least damaging
logging techniques be used, even if marginally feasible, and especially in

particularly sensitive areas (e.g., use of a helicopter on very steep, stream-
side locations).

d. At Oworshak, we have observed when we open a forested area that
bracken fern ( Pteridlum aqulHnum ) often Invades cleared forest land and w1l"

grow to such a height and density as to outcompete overstory species. Nor is

the bracken fern of any major value to elk. We recommend that you study the
problem of invading bracken fern and present information 1n your final EIS on
how you will prevent Us take-over Invasion of areas you open during timber
harvest.

We will be happy to provide you
concerning the above comments.

rith any additional information that we can

Dear Mr. Zimmer.

Thank you for vour letter of September 25, 1980
outlining the measures taken to protect cultural
resources during timber sales conducted bv vour
district. These measures will adequately protect
cultural resources. Hence, we concur that in mos
cases these measures will allow a no effect
determination under 36CFR80u.4(b) (1)

.

Sincerely,

X—

Sincerely,

^<? /&*.. ,~.
MARVIN G BRAMMER

Acting Chief, Engineering Division
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'

BURLINGTON NORTHERN

RESOURCES DIVISION
TIMBER AND LAND DEPARTMENT
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT

Mr. Ted Graf
Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Dear Mr. Graf:

' <VvelM> l*> i

Mih.ni l;j Muni. ii

rttlei^ionfj (40b' M ' ',<

August 22, 1980

Response to letter No. 2

A summary of the productive forest acres in roadless/wilderness
study areas is shown on Table 2-4 on page 2-8 of the DEIS. The
locations of the roadless/wilderness study areas are shown on the
large map in the back cover packet of the DEIS.

By November 15, 1980 the BLM will make recommendations as to which
of these lands should receive continued consideration for desig-
nation as wilderness areas. An amendement to the land use plan will
be initiated in early 1981 to consider and assess alternative
resource allocations. This amendment will be completed using the
multiple-use Resource Management Plan (RMP) process which includes
the preparation of a multiple use environmental impact statement.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the North Idaho Timber Manage-
ment draft environmental impact statement. Our comments will center pri-
marily on several technical details that appear overly restrictive and on
the impact the implementation of the program as written may have on the

management of private forest landholdings near or adjacent to BLM owner-
ship.

2.2 See page 2-20 of the DEIS which describes methods of road closure.
Road closure would not preclude administrative use of the road by
BLM or other landowners; however, other landowners must inform BLM
of their intentions to use the road and apply for a right-of-way
permit to use the road for commercial purposes.

Burlington Northern's Timber and Land Department ownership in north Idaho

is as fragmented as that of the BLM. Some of the problems and concerns
expressed in this DEIS are problems similarly experienced by Burlington
Northern. There are some problems overlooked by this plan that need to

be included or expanded which are problems unique to landowners with scat-
tered ownerships.

The following sections of the DEIS need
explanation. Also, the relationship bet

Framework Plan (MFP) needs to be discuss

svlsion, docum
sen this DEIS

ation, and/or
the Management

page 2-14 Roadless Areas : Although this section states that no

allocations will be made in the roadless areas pending final wilderness

study recommendations, no background information is given on the specific
areas, size, locations, etc. Some type of a summary Is needed. The public

should also be informed that these wilderness study areas may not be 100

percent federal ownership. An indication is needed on possible measures
to mitigate the ownership problem.

page 2-15 Wildlife Protection : Since the BLM ownership tends not to

be consolidated, it is appropriate to qualify the statement in #5 about

closing all roads if BLM management Is not expected within five years.

We believe that the 100-yard "non-disturbance" buffer around raptor nests

is excessive. There is no documentation cited which supports this recom-

mendation.

page 2-17 Buffer Guidelines : The buffer guidelines for lakes, river

ble and not in line with requirements for

land in Idaho and Washington. In Idaho, the

equires that a buffer strip width should be

and streams appear unreasi

forest practices on priva
State Forest Practices Ac

Based on an analysis of current literature (Jones 1979, Reynolds
1975), it appears the raptor buffer as proposed is conservative, yet
adequate. See eratta section for citation of these and additional
references.

2.4 The buffer guidelines were developed during the Management Framework
Plan (MFP) process. They constitute baseline criteria against which
individual actions can be assessed. The proposed guidelines are
more stringent than the current Idaho Forest Practices Act , due to
BLM's commitment to the 208 Water Quality Standards. Additionally,
they are consistent with guidelines employed by other Federal land
management agencies in Washington, Idaho and Oregon.

2.5 Roads would not be returned to a "pre-road condition" but would be
closed utilizing gates or earth and debris barriers. The surface
would be lightly scarified to accept grass seed. Also see response

2.6 Site-specific timber managment plans will be distributed to
interested parties for their review during plan development. One of
the purposes of this review is to coordinate timber management
activities with other forest land users. See page 2-18 of DEIS.

Mr. Ted Graf
August 22, 1980 ^S
Page two ^£
75 feet unless a lesser width Is approved. It also recognizes that the
actual width should be a function of the topography, cover, soil, and
amount of timber to be removed. In Washington, the Shoreline Management
Act requires that large lakes and rivers retain a 200-foot buffer, however
30 percent harvesting is allowed. The smaller lakes, rivers, and streams
are designated as to management requirements by the counties, with very
few requiring any buffering. The BLM does not recognize any of these
requirements by other regulatory agencies, nor does the BLM document the
rationale behind their proposed buffer guidelines.

tion and Maintenapage 2-20 Road Const
is taken on road closures. Related to this
complete road rehabilitation if additional
anticipated. Since road construction costs
bed to a pre-road condition means that the
mentioned previously, the

Quite a

the lack
within f

high, r.

truction
losure policies do not :

tial Impact on other landowners who may use the roads. Along the
lines, do the road closure policies preclude administrative use of the
road by the BLM or other landowners?

strong position
rationale behind
years is not
ning the road-

ts are lost. As
gnize the poten-

Response to letter No. 2 Continued

Page A-8 of the DEIS states that "The major consideration in the
roading of elk habitat is the human access it will allow into elk
sanctuary areas." Therefore, it is recognized that it is the use of
a road that is primarily detrimental to elk.

2.8 The road guidel ines are incorporated
page 2-18 of the DEIS.

in the text by reference on

Although it is mentioned later In the appendix, we feel that the objectives
and needs of private landowners must be Incorporated into the body of such
a management plan; it Is especially Important in terms of access in mixed
ownership situations.

page 2-29 Interrelationships
coordinate with other federal and
tant that all of these agencies c
private landowners adjacent to or
to resource management can help p

While it is important that BLM planning
state agencies, it is equally as Impor-
Drdinate their planning endeavors with
lear the "planning area." This approach
solve conflicts which sometimes arise

to the implementation of differing management objectives.

page A-8 Ace
improved that the reviewer

be detrimental to elk, not

The wording of this section needs to be
nderstands that it is the use of a road that
necessarily the presence of a road.

page A-14 Road Guidelines : As mentioned previously, the reference to

coordinating transportation planning with private landowners should appear
in the text of the plan, as well as the appendix.

Should you have any questions or desire any specific input on our overall
management direction, please feel free to contact us. Our unit managers f

north Idaho are located In St. Maries, Idaho, and Newport, Washington. In

addition, we have staff-level support here in Missoula dealing with such
subjects as wildlife, access, land adjustments, etc.

Sincerely

aU**~~ i^pini^^-*--^
Kaleen Cottingham
District Supervisor
Land Planning



Umieo Slates Soil

Department 3 i '. onserval

Agriculture Service

Mr. Ted Craf
Idaho Timber

EIS Team Leader
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Bos 1889

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Boise, Ida Response to letter No. 5

5.1 When funding reductions occur, it is always necessary to examine
priorities. Adoption of this plan would establ ish the priori ty.
Timber harvest levels would not be maintained at the expense of
forest development act ivi ties necessary to support the timber
harvest. See page 2-27 of the DEIS.

5.2 Page 2-30 of the DEIS states "the BLM adhe
the Idaho Forest Practices Act . .

.".
es to the provisions of

Dear Mr. Craf

:

Thank you for the opportunity to revi

Draft EIS. Our comments are as folio
rth Idahc Timhi-

1. pas« 1-1. Backgr

de fini tel v i

t would appea

rol is hard to admin
the board funding
and establish prio

Chapter page 2-1 through 2-30:

Although the Idaho Forest Prarti
Chapter. It is difficult to dete

rules and regulations would be m

stated.

Art (IFPA) was mentioned in this
e in the statement whether the IFPA

Perhaps this should be more rlearly

Chapter 3. page 3-21, Land Use !!£i-

Seeding of rlearcuts. landings, roads, etc. to bunch type grasses could
provide higher quality forage to grazing animals, at the same time create
comnetition to noxious weed invasions (thistles, etc.) and undesirable
brush, while providing protection to young t ree seedl ings. Crazing
management must be designed to protect the wood crops, however, increased
red meat production is often realized through seeding of disturbed areas.

Amos I . Garrison, Jr
State Conservationis

6™-sr

STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF LANDS
STATEHOUSt, BOISE. IDAHO 83720

STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS
JOHN V EVANS
GOVERNOR AND PRESIDENT

PETE T CENARRUSA
SECRETARY OF STATE

DAVID H IEROY
ATTORNEY GENERAL

JOE R WILLIAMS
STATE AUDITOR

JERRY L EVANS
SUP T OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Mr. Ted Graf
Northern Idaho Timber EIS Team Leader
Bureau of Land Management
P.fl. Rnx 18R9

Coeur d'Alene, ID C3814

Dear Mr. Graf:

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to comment on your timber manage-

ment environmental impact statement. I will identify areas in the report

that we consider to contain errors for your examination.

I

First, your presumption that transfer of land to the State of Idaho would

reduce land available for timber management is not supported by facts con-

tained in the report. Please refer to Tables 1-1 and 1-2.

The annual percent of timber harvest by BLM between 1970 and 1979 ranged

from .4 to 1.3 percent, and averaged 1.0 percent. By comparison, timber

harvest, from State of Idaho lands during the same time period ranged from

7.1 to 13.3 percent of the total, and averaged 10.9 percent.

Table 1-1 indicates BLM administers 1.9 percent of the land area, while the

State owns 5.5 percent.

Rather than comparing proportional land area to harvest, I have elected to

compare commercial forestland bases to timber harvest performance by the

two agencies, as follows:

Commercial
Forestland

Acres

Average
Annual Harvest
Million Bd. Ft.

Average
Annual Harvest
Per Acre In

Board Feet

Letter to Ted Graf
Page 2

Even under the higher intensity of timber management proposed in the EIS,
the yield per managed acre is lower than that of IDL. To conclude that
transfer of land ownership would lower the timber management land base or
result in a net loss of jobs is unreasonable.

|

Second, on pages 2-30 in discussion related to interrelations with state
agencies. Fire Protection Districts should be included with the Idaho
Department of Lands.

While we appreciate BLM efforts to intensify their land management effort,
we believe your environmental impact statement is misleading as a public
document and should be corrected.

Sirjc*«ly yours

<«- wO~
GORDON C. TR0MBLEY.
Director

"7

GCT : kg

BLM (historical)

BLM (proposed)

IDL (historical)

86,103

80,489

584,000

12.5

14.03

142.2

145.2

174.3

243.5

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER



Response to letter No. 7

Page 2-2 of the DEIS states, "Alternative E would reduce the amount
of land avai 1 able for timber management by BLM ( emphasis added)
through transfer to the State of Idaho . . . Trie BLM does not mean
to imply that the State of Idaho would not manage transferred lands
for timber production. Since we cannot speculate on the exact
management practices the state would employ, the EIS only assesses a

reduction in management opportunities available to the BLM. See
errata section for additional wordi ng to clarify the intent of
Al ternative E.

7.2 See errata section.

United States Department of the Interior
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BLM DES N. Idaho Timber Management

Ted Craf
North Idaho Timber EIS Tea

Rureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1889

Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

SEP 5

From:

Subjc
Regional Director, Northwest Reg

Review of Draft Environmental St

Idaho Timber Management
tement for North

Thank you for the opportunity to review the subject draft environmental

statement. We are sending our comments for your consideration in preparing

the final statement.

Response to letter No. 8

The consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO), as required by 36 CFR 800, will not be fully completed
until after the public comments on the draft EIS are considered.
Thus, the SHPO's letter reflecting the completion of the
consultation requirement of the National Historic Preservation Act
(36 CFR 800) 1s not available for inclusion in the Final EIS. As
presented in 36 CFR 800-9, the obligations pursuant to the National
Historic Preservation Act are independent from the National
Environmental Policy Act requirements, thus the consultation process
of 36 CFR 800 can be completed after the Final EIS.

As presented on page 2-14 of the DEIS, the SHPO will be requested to
comment on the adequacy of the cultural resource inventories which
will be conducted in advance of any timber management practice which
may affect the cultural resources. The SHPO will also be fully
i nvol ved if any cul tural resources are di scovered during timber
management activities. Please see letter number 67 from the State
Historic Preservation Office.

1.2 The i n format ion contained in the Unit Resource Analysis is quite
voluminous, making inclusion impratical due to space limitations.
Additional summarization would not clarify the potential impacts on
cultural resources due to the regional context of this EIS.

The final statement should contain a letter from the State Historic
Preservation Officer reflecting conformance with the consultation require-
ments of 36CFRPart800. In particular, the SHPO should be requested to

comment on the adequacy of surveys to identify cultural resources that

may be eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places.

The SHPO also should be contacted if cultural resources are discovered
during timber management activities.

The draft refers to additional information on cultural resources contained
in the Unit Resource Analysis, located in the BLM district office. We

suggest this information be included or summarized in the final statement,
to give the reader a clearer picture of timber management Impacts on

Maurice H, Lundy
Regional Dir

Jf/MJi/rfafa-



Box 493
Osburn, I d a h ,

September 9, 1980

Mr. Ted Graf
North Idaho Timber EIS
Team Leader

Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Dear Sir:

I received the North Idaho Timber Management Draft EIS. It appears

to be well done. In general, I support your proposed action alter-

native with some provision made for alternative E

.

I would like to comment on the use of surface water as domestic

water in the area. The EIS recognizes municipal users on pages 3-4,

3-6, and 3-7 and on page A-14 in the last sentence. 1 would like

to say that there are smaller users that are not municipal systems

that should be given the same consideration with due regard to the

relative land areas involved.

In particular, I noted on oage A-1 tha : a 3MMBF sale is planned for

sections 21, 22, and 23, T48N , R4E. I am partial owner of a system
that is located in section 23. This system diverts water from the

drainage shown in red on the attached map and serves four households.
I and my co-owners feel that any logging or road building in that

drainage would have a detrimental effect on the water supply, partic-
ularly if it were done near the stream. Since the total area of the

drainane is only about 140 acres and only part of that belongs to

the BLM, we feel that it is not unreasonable to ask that every effort
be made to avoid large scale logging or road building in that area

.

If any work is planned in that drainage, I would appreciate hearing
about the nature and extent of that work.

Response to letter No. 9

Intensive inventories are conducted during the development of site

speci fie timber management plans. Duri ng these inventories the

following occur: 1) the State Department of Water Resources is

consulted to determine if water rights are held in the area, 2) RLM

records are checked for pipeline rights-of-way, 3) streams are

surveyed to estimate condition and present water yield, and detect

unrecorded water use.

If potable water is being provided from BLM lands, that area

automatically becomes a Class I strean and is protected by buffers

stream and is protected by buffers to maintain or enhance flow and

water qual i ty.

In addition, copies of the long range plan are distributed to

i n teres ted parties for review. One purpose of this review i s to

discover significant issues such as the use of surface water for

domestic suppl ies.

ry truly yours,

10
INLAND EMPIRE

IBH© (SWfclfllS (S@WK5T(SIIIL

Response to letter Ho. 10

10.1 The proposed action al ternative is a balanced use between

Alternative A and 8. See Development of Alternatives portion of the

Addendum Section.

ARTHUR SOLOMON. JR .
Eaeculive Oin

September 10, 1930

Ted Graf
North Idaho Timber EIS Teajn Leader
3ureau of Land Management

P.O. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, ID 8381/*

Gentlemen:

The Inland Empire 3ig Game Council has completely reviewed the North Idaho Timber
Management Draft Environmental Impact Statement and finds some difficulty in agreeing
with any of the alternatives as proposed.

He would be more inclined to suggest Alternative 3 if it was comprehensively com-
bined with Alternative A on a reasonable basis whereby Wildlife and Recreation were
blended with Timber Management.

It has been our experience that it is possible to provide for both of these needs
without totally disrupting either.

We are hard pressed to understand why this type of alternative was not considered.
Based on the alternatives available, a continuous argument will ensue based on "the

joramodity people" versus "the commodity people." To us, this method of evalu-
'ion is not reasonable. Why make everyone an adversary? For the record, we could

'incf no responsible way to accept Alternatives C, D, or E.

thank you for the opportunity to provide input to this important issue.

Christenson, President

POST OFFICE BOX 3286 «N 401 HELENA • SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99220 / TELEPHONES (509) 535-1503 • 534-4005
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Department of Energy

Bonneville Power Administration

PO Box 362

1

Portland. Oregon 97208

*" l*"""° SJ
SEP 1

1

Response to letter No. 11

11.1 Page 2-25 of the OEIS states that slash (forest residues piled on

landings, roadsides or specified areas) would be disposed of in the
following priority: 1) resold, 2) utilized as firewood, or 3)

burned. New industries which convert slash into usable energy are
moving into the EIS area and should become major purchasers of piled
slash. As sites for wi nd util ization and solar col lection are
identified they wil 1 be incorporated in the BLM land use planning
process. As stated on page 3-1 of the DEIS, mining activities such
as exploration and development of unranium deposi ts or geothermal
sites would not be affected by the alternatives.

Mr. Ted Graf
North Idaho Timber EIS Team
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

11.2 The timber management program di scussed In the DEIS would not
constrain the devel opment of utll ity transmission corridors. The

BLM has a team of special ists who work with the DOE and other
interested parties to identi fy and develop util 1 ty transmission
corridors.

Dea Mr. af:

We have reviewed the North Idaho Timber Management
Impact Statement (EIS). In response to your reque
suggest the following for your consideration:

aft Environmental
for comments, we

The draft EIS should give adequate recognit
development and preservation of energy reso

the vital need for
For example:

— Timber management alternatives related to utilizatio
forest residues as energy sources (biomass).

— Identification and protection of potential sites for

generation, solar collection, geothermal sites, and
uranium deposits.

— Development of utility transmissic

Also, the EIS should identify present tran
planning area as well as planned future fa

map describes location of present and plan
tration facilities in the north Idaho area

mission facilities in the
ilities. The enclosed
ed Bonneville Power Adminis

Pie let kno if you need nfoi

Sincerely,

John E. Kiley
Environmental Manager

|pR INLAND FOREST RESOURCE COUNCIL
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September 12, 1980

Mr. Martin J. Zirnmer
September 12, 1980
Page 2

13

We are dividing our comments into two classes; general - included in
the body of the letter; and specific (attachment) comments which make
reference to the page or section. Many of the latter are not sub-
stantive, but are suggestions for language changes. Three of the
substantive specific comments are discussed again in the following
general section

.

Mr. Martin J. Zirnmer, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Dear Joe:

We very much appreciate the opportunity given the Council to comment
on the North Idaho Timber Management Draft Environmental Impact State-
ment .

The Inland Forest Resource Council is an association of forest
products companies that operate mills and plants in northern Idaho
and Montana. Member companies harvest timber on private, state, and
federal lands and process it into timber, plywood, particle board,
cardboard, pulp and paper, packaging and other wood products. These
companies employ approximately 15,000 people and have a combined
annual payroll of more than 200 million dollars. Council members are
very active in the area covered by the DEIS.

The Council's primary goal is a sustained timber supply from public
and private commercial forest lands. The membership advocates an
intensive commitment to the forest policy of "multiple-use sustained
yield" for all renewable forest resources.

All planning by public agencies for forest land allocation, timber
management and timber sales activities are of extreme interest to
Council members.

It is unfortunate that the comment period occurs during the summer
months when our members are extremely busy, not only harvesting and
processing timber, but also examining the large numbers of timber
sales normally offered during this period.

However the Council staff is pleased to have this opportunity to
comment

.

We recognize and do appreciate the tremendous amount of work that
went into the preparation of the draft. The comments and suggestions
we are offering are intended to be constructive.

General Comments

The format of the document is good. The sections covering the Sum-
mary and Purpose and Need are mercifully brief and thankfully informa-
tive. The remaining chapters discuss more fully the alternatives,
their environmental consequences, and the publics or agencies con-
sulted.

We consider the Draft to have three major shortcomings. The first is
really not so much in the draft itself, as the manner in which the
total planning process is being developed. The second is an almost
total lack of forest/timber inventory data, and the third is the very
limited discussion on timber harvest opportunities foregone when pro-
ductive forest lands are placed in restrictive or no-harvest classes.

In this Draft we learn that all the important basic land allocation
decisions have already been made in the Management Framework Plans
(MFP)

.

We were informed by you that the MFP's did have public involvement,
but did not go through the NEPA process since they were prepared
prior to the issuance of the CEQ guidelines.

The current Timber Management DEIS was prepared to conform with an
agreement that the Department reached with the courts and NRDC to
prepare individual site specific resource management plans.

The result is that only those who were intimately involved with the
MFP's have sufficient background knowledge to adequately assess the
decisions made in this Draft EIS. The DEIS states that MFP's are
available at the Coeur d'Alene District Office, but in reality they
are not readily available to an interested public scattered through-
out the DEIS area (and adjoining states)

.

The lack of timber inventory data in the Draft
concern to professional foresters attempting to an
tives. To make intelligent decisions concerning a
foresters need to have available, in the document
from your extensive inventory and Timber Producti
Classification. You should display, at the very 1

volumes, age and condition classes, current growth
and planned yields, of the various timber or habit
distribution in the production capability classes
level categories.

of much greater
lyse the alterna-

llowable harvests,
the information
Capability

east, the acreages,
potential yields

at types and their
and management



Mr. Martin J. Zimmer
September 12, 1980
Page 3

I

This will not only tell readers about 'he forest condil

enable them to measure the harvest opportunities foregone who

allocations and resource tradeoffs are made.

We believe further discus- ion on this subject is essential so

the public will know what is or was traded and why.

Again, thanks for the opportunity to comment.

V^ry truly yours,

_

Attachment

13

but will
?n land

'Mew U(*
Howard G. McDowell
Executive Vice President
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Suggest deleting the 2nd pj

^3 j 1 add "Access road construct!
[preceding the t

. Lng to road construction and
to List ol timber management practice?

2-2 AUTHORITY Item 4. Line: '.
;. change to read "....

air, and wat* i (logical values." Th<

re retains t he sense of the phraseology and hopefully imprc
the sentence structure for eading.

13-12

ALLOWABLE HARVEST LEVELS Parag] i

of the sentence be revised to
practices are satis
budgeted by Congres
practices will cont
to completion. (Th
actions should be '

effectively prohib
assure what future
and devoted to the
yearly investment i

future. (The all

Recommend ;.;.a* the lasl *

Tarvests and onl

y

factonly funded." At the present time no pr<

can have "assuranc e" that such programs or
ue to be satisfactoi i ly funded from
next paragraph correctly describes what your

hen funding is inadequate. ) Your language would
t any increase in harvests because no one can
budgets will be. Howevei as funds are appropriated
practices each year, you can predict what each
crement adds to the allowable harvest for tho
ble cut effect.

)

id 2 " 7

*|sho
Table

hould be
The activity "Scenic Vi
line for clarity.

il Resource Management"

2-8 Table 2-4. "Cadastral survey needs, " and "footnote 2"
. Why are

survey needs a "resource allocation"? They are more properly money
and manpower allocations. What are the primary resource allocations
on these acres needing cadastral surveys? Is footnote 2 correct?
Does it mean that you are anticipating some required surveys during
the period but it falls several thousand acres short of the alterna-
tive goals?

I

location ?

of "resource allocations" are "Lands action" and
What do the terms mean? They need footnotes.

adverse

2-9 & 11 ALLOWABLE CUT DETERMINATION The Kemp formula applied to the
BLM acreage should be displayed, at least for the proposed action.

A table of age, site and condition classes, and the gross and net
growth in each class would be extremely helpful. There is an incredi-
ble lack of detailed basic forest inventory information which should
be available in a timber management EIS, preferably in an appendix.

2-10 Table 2-5 The footnote explanations for 2 and 3 are insufficient
for professional foresters. Examples of soil types or site classes,
t.opojraphy or other professional rationale are needed for the decision
to restrict or exclude. They could be displayed as part of the inven-
tory data in the appendix.

1 el
2 " 11

"belo
Table 2-6 Alt. C - The 80,

longs in the Extensive category.
489 acres m the Intensive listing

9/12/80
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INLAND FOREST RESOURCE COUNCIL

COMMENTS ON BLM NORTH IDAHO TIMBER MANAGEMENT DRAFT EIS

(Refer to Pages and Headings in DEIS)

SUMMARY

Page S-l PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE Suggest revising language as

follows:

"The proposed action alternative proposes an annual harvest

of approximately 2.6 million cubic feet of timber (14.05

million board feet) to be harvested from 80,489 acres of

land available for timber production. This is approximately

2.77 million board feet more than the annual average for the

past 10 years.

"Clearcutting, two-stage shelterwood cutting, and single-tree

selection cutting practices would be employed. Timber manage-

ment practices would include road construction, logging systems,

slash disposal, site preparation, reforestation, precommercial

thinning, commercial thinning, and fertilization."

13.4|Why is the bf/cf ratio variable by alternative?

. J Why was Alternative D rejected? It would in essence reduce waste of
13 - 5

|a natural resource by recovering the mortality in the proposed action.

13 el
pa9e s_2 VEGETATION Paragraph 2. Should the 270 a. refer to alt. B

I

instead of C?

I Page S-3 ECONOMICS Paragraph 1. Why the variability in 3 obs per MM
13 * 7 for the alternatives cited?

1-1 Opening statement Paragraph 2. Why is there not a similar "need

to analyze and document the environmental consequences of not manag-

ing productive forest lands for timber management. Consider not

only biological and physical environment of the forest such as sus-

ceptibility to insects, disease and fire (fuel loading), but the

social (and economic) environment of people dependent on the timber

and other resources flowing from timber management.

1-1 BACKGROUND Sentence 5. Delete this sentence since such priority

decisions are made by the Administration and the Congress. Suggest

revising sentences four and six to read: "One purpose of the proposed

timber management plan is to provide a full spectrum of integrated

forest management practices upon which the proposed timber harvest

levels depend. Conversely, the level at which timber harvests could

be maintained would depend upon the availability of funding for all

the necessary timber management practices.

I

2-1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION Proposed Action. Paragraph 1. Why are

13.10 the harvest systems limited? Seed tree and overstory/understory

removal are not included.

2-23 TIMBER HARVEST Para
occasions when the proper
clear cut on west, south .

tion for use of such a sil
should be a responsibility
approval delegated to the
opening sentence would be
used." The next sentence
"Clear cutting on these as
district silviculturist ha
sential for accomplishment
lowed by interdisciplinary
Manager.

"

graph 1 and 2. The
silvicultural presc
nd particularly eas
icultural harvest
of your top silvic
District Manager,
changed to read "..

would then contain
pects would only be

determined :

of the forest mana
review and final

re may be infrequent
ription would be to
t aspects. Recommenda-
system on those slopes
ulturist with final

ie second paragraph
. would normally be
the option statement:
permitted after the

be silviculturally es-
gement objective, fol-
pproval by the District

Pages S-12 & S-13 REFORESTATION You might ha
"industry preference." Whose preference - pol
veneer producers; studs, dimension or boards?
project industry preference to the year of har
might be the preference? Species diversity an
species currently (and probably in the future)
cedar, white pine and ponderosa pine should be
cedar and white pine. And I do recognize the
species. Could you include a little more disc
since it is very critical to the longer term
though this is a ten year plan?

e some difficulty with
, puJplog, sawlog or
And how would yon
est, when total fiber
maintenance of those

most valuable; such as
the goal, particularly

problems with those
ussion on the subject
lanning process, even

In good seed years small clearcuts could be adequately regenerated
naturally. If a regeneration survey the fall following the good seed
crop indicates a need for planting it could be accomplished the fol-
lowing spring or fall. The opportunity for added savings by not
having to plant should overcome the additional cost of providing the
extra planting stock.

Why the need to plant all partial or selectively cut areas if third
year surveys show insufficient stocking? Normally such stands will
not have a regeneration cut for many more years and the stand should

13.21 be given maximum opportunity to regenerate naturally - at least one
good cone crop cycle. Your opening statement referred to final harvest
and reforestation planting to meet standards within five years. Perhaps
I have misread when you plan to run your 3rd year survey? Would you
[please clarify in light of my previous comments.

|

2-13 PRECOMMERCIAL THINNING Why was ponderosa pine singled out for
precommerical thinning when MAI begins to decrease and crown closure

J
has taken place. I can visualize this taking place only in very dense

1 3.2a stocking in the seedling/sapling age classes. Why not the other com-
mercial species? Do you have growth curves for all species that indi-

I cate ponderosa pine is the only species that has a positive cost/
i benefit ratio for thinning under these conditions?



13
13

13 »
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FERTILIZATION No mention is made of cost/benefit analysis prior to
treatment. Do you plan to do this?

2-11 and 2-13 Tabl
tailed explanatio
proposed action,
forestlands in th'

is minimally explained

-6 and Custodial Timber Management: A more de-
is needed for the allocations, at least in the
the three levels. More than half the productive

base are allocated to Custodial which on P. 2-14

How many acres are not being managed for timber production for pro-
tecting which adjacent lands and which resource values? In order to
comment intelligently on this allocation the reader must know what
timber values are foregone in order to protect what other values. We
need to know the "opportunity costs."

2-14 MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES I don't understand why Alternative C is
not constrained by the guidelines and why it is implied that impact
mitigation is not developed on a site specific basis for the other
alternatives. The management guidelines should be applied on a site
specific basis for all alternatives.

2-14, 15 ROADLESS AREAS I assume this partially answers a question
I raised earlier about the high percentage of custodial lands. Are
the 24,600 a. of roadless productive forestland in the custodial
classification?

12-15 AREA OF CRITICAL ENVRIONMENTAL CONCERN How many acres total,
13.28 and productive forestland, are in these areas and what are examples

of the "important and unique resources"?

2-15 WILDLIFE PROTECTION Paragraph 3: To avoid using "fawning
and calving areas," suggest replacing "fawning" with "birthing".
Eliminate comma after "use".

5. Last line: Suggest that the line read, "by vegetation at 1.5
sight distance" or, " at not less than 1.5 sight ".

12-15, 16, 17 BUFFERS and Table 2-7: The buffer language is too
restrictive and does not permit relaxation even if fisheries and wild-

13.29 life biologists would agree that, on a particular site, timber harvest
could be done without damage to fish and wildlife resources by use of
a narrower zone width.

2-19 TIMBER SALE PLANNING (Cont'd.) Col. 1, Paragraph 2. All
references are to "intensive" forest practices, but in the proposed
action over 40% of the productive forestland planned for harvest is
in the "extensive" category. Suggest deleting the word "intensive"
since the silvicultural prescriptions should apply to both levels.

Col. 2, Paragraph 3. Do you actually visit sales daily during road
construction (grading implies maintenance) and surfacing? Would 2-3
times per week be closer.

2-29 Table 2-9. Please review these numbers. At the vury least
they are off by one decimal point. It is also difficult to conceive

13.36 that the stumpage value/M for Alt. C is almost double that for the
Proposed Action - assuming that the Stumpage Dollars shown are off
the decimal point.

2-29 Column 1, Paragraph 1. Semantics again. Range and forest are
the basic resources. The multiple resource values found there are:
water, wildlife, recreation, minerals, wilderness, forage and timber.
All of the resource values may be found in the forest and all except
timber found on the range.

Paragraph 2. We understand that the Master Tramework
Plan for the District was prepared before the CEQ guidelines were
established for conforming to the NEPA process as prescribed by law.
This would include public involvement and the preparation of Draft and
Final EIS's. We are informed that the Distnc : did involve the public
in the process but no EIS's were written. However, this paragraph
refers to the Emerald Empire MPP and Chief Joseph MFP, both 1980.
Did the District go through the NEPA process for these Plans? We have
no record of them.

3-21 Table 3-10. It is difficult to measure the impact of the con-
straints on timber harvesting since there is no breakdown by acreage
class. However, the table shows that 2/3 of the area is in the most
restrictive classes. Is this the major reason why almost half of the
productive forest land is in a custodial class?

3-34, 5 ECONOMICS One column of narration for this important subject!

3-28 and 3-29 There is no way to correlate these tables with those on
3-25 and 3-27. They are different base years and it is impossible to
determine where the timber industry fits in the Regional numbers. Is

•it Manufacturing (Durable)? The category listing under Industry needs
some overhaul to enable the reader to quickly grasp what he is looking
at. Move No. of Proprietors and Private over to the main margin and
capitalize all the major heads that are the sum of the sub-heads
following.

CHAPTER 4

General Comments: This chapter continually refers to the basic land
allocation decisions made in the earlier Management Framework Plan.

I Since we were not involved in that process it is difficult to discuss
resource conflicts, their impacts and alternative allocations since
those major decisions have already been made.

13 13
Paragraph 4 . Suggest replacing "included" with "provided" . The
next sentence could read, ".... is needed, a separate contract is
made. The area ....".

Paragraph 5. Last sentence. End sentence at "prepared." then add:
"Following approval the work is performed under contract."

Paragraph 6. Same format as 5. Delete last two sentences and replace
with: "Following approval the work is performed under a contract con-
taining stipulations noted in the reviews and assessment.

J4-23 ECONOMICS
number of jobs.

Regional Employment is there a typo in the total
21 + 21 = 43? Table 4-10 lists 42.

2-20 ROAD CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE Col. Paragralph 1 , Sent. 3

Delete "of the contract".

2-31 Figure 2-2. Add to title " section, slopes under 60%".

Figure 2-3. Add to title " section, slopes 60% and over".

12-22 CUTTING PRACTICES The Partial Cut-Final total in Table 2-1,
t3 -32 p. 2-4 i s incorrect. That incorrect total includes the Individual

(Selection and Mortality Salvage acres.

JAlso the Selective Cut (1.) designator is misleading since 2. and 3.

13.33 are also selective cuts. Suggest replacing "Selective Cut" with
("Seed Tree and Shelterwood, etc." as in P. 2-12 Col. 1, Paragraph 2.

Find it difficult to believe that for Alt. B, compared to the Proposed
Action:

Would produce 25% less volume even though three times as many
acres are clearcut. Is the additional volume in the thinning?

Contemplates no mortality salvage, individual tree selection
sreial thinning.

Would you please comment on this?

2-27 MONITORING Paragraph 1, Sentence 1. Don't understand how the
opening phrase is applied to the rest of the sentence. Perhaps the
last paragraph, which is basic, should be the opening one, and include
reference to authorized BLM actions. The second paragraph would open
with "Land management practices on contract areas are monitored through
administration of the contracts."

This sequence would first describe the basic monitoring procedure on
all BLM lands, and then describe monitoring on contract areas.

2-28 Table 2-8. The table should show which costs are attributed to
appropriated funds and which are costs paid by the sale of timber.
This would make clear to the reader of the Costs section on 2-27 what
funds would need to be provided by Congress for each alternative, ?.nd

how much is included in the timber sale appraisal to be paid for by
the value of the timber.

13.42|G-2 Board foot : 1 inch thick
1 3. 43.Climax: add "

. . . . given indefinite time ithout d isturbance.

Cull : Please revise slightly . . not meet certain
specifications for commercial utilizaion.

"

G-3 Cultural Resources : Revise the beginning slightly. "These non-
renewable and often fragile ". I've seen old stone buildings and
mine works that could not be classed "fragile" - a very overworked word.

Custodial TM Lands : Delete "adjacent forest or". Replace with
the '.'... .enhance the other resource values."

Edge Effect : May I suggest the following: "The enhancement of
wildlife habitat that occurs in the border zones of habitat types,
because food and cover are more diverse; i.e. meadow abutting forest,
or logged area adjacent to or surrounded by undisturbed vegetation."

Experience Opportunity : Delete "preferred self .

" Sentence still
retains desired meaning.

G-6 Plant Community : Suggest revising slightly: "An normally
found growing together on similar sites in the same stage of succession.

G-7 Public Land : Most of us consider "public lands" to be all those
lands not in private ownership (private includes tribal lands adminis-
tered by the BIA) , which are normally accessible to the general
public. They are administered by the various government agencies for
the purpose of providing forage, wood products, minerals, recreation
and water for public users. This would include the public domain and

& C lands administered by the BLM, the national and state forests
and parks, etc.. Certain public lands have restricted access since
they are set aside for specific uses; army posts, atomic reactor
areas, etc.

Recreation Opportunity : Please use the Experience Opportunity
definition. The phrase should be combined to read Recreation Experience
Opportunity.

G-9 Sensitive
and . . .

.

"

G-10 Site Preparation : Suggest: "Getting an area ready tor regenera-
tion by removing vegetation that would compete with planted or natural
seedlings and exposes the mineral soil to encourage the establishment
of natural seedlings.*

als : Suggest: "Are those animals .... Department,
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Skidding : Replace "hauling" with "moving" , and "sliding"

with "dragging", and add at the end "landing, generally by tractor or
wheeled skidder".

Snag : Please add (snag top) to title and rephrase to include
"... dead tree (or dead top in a green tree) from which ..." Many snag
top overmature trees are used by the following.

Snag Dependent Animals : Substitute "snags" for "dead trees".
You have defined snags.

13.45b-ll Timber Stand: Replace "for" with "from".BE-

Visual RM Class : Suggest start with: "Standards for the degree
of alleviation. ..." Second sentence: "It is based upon the physical
characteristics of any given homogeneous area, and balances the re-
source activities planned and visual sensitivity."

G-12 Yarding : Suggest same definition as skidding except at end
after "landing" add, "generally by cable machine."

Response to letter No. 13 Continued

The 270 acres refers to Alternative C as printed in the DEIS.

Alternative C is the No Action Alternative which would continue
management as it exists today. Under present management, most roads

are not closed or seeded to reduce erosion, thus resulting in the
elimination of biological productivity on more acres.

The loss of 122 jobs wi th Al ternative A equates to 15.2 jobs per

mrnbf (on a loss of 8.05 mmbf). Alternative 8 employment gains also

equate to 15.2 jobs per mmbf (on a gain of 5.33 mrnbf). There Is no

variability per mmbf among the various alternatives, although the

change in volume harvested varies from a loss of 8.05 mmbf on

Alternative A to a gain of 5.33 mmbf on Alternative B. These gains
or losses are determined using the current situation (No- act ion

alternative) harvest levels as the base.

Please refer to the Development of Alternatives portion of the

addendum section in this document.

13.9 See errata section.

13.10 Harvest systems are not limited. See the discussion of timber
harvest on page 2-12 of the DEIS.

13.11 Road construction is not considered a timber management practice.

13.12 This is a summary of the Senate Subcommltee on Public Lands report
of 1972, "Clearcutting on Federal Timberlands". The wording is as

it appears in the report.

13.13 See errata section.

13.14 Cadastral survey needs are truly not a resource allocation but a

constraint on timber management activities. Cadastral surveys are
governed by pol icy, available manpower, and money allocations.
Surveys outside the Silver Bel t are anticipated during the decade
covered by this EIS. See page 2-18 of the DEIS for more discussion
of cadastral surveys.

Response to letter No. 13

13.1 See Development of Alternatives section in this document. It should
also be noted that the DEIS consistently refers to land use
allocations as being tentative. No decisions concerning final land

use al locations or associated timber management proposal ^ will be
made until after a thorough review of public input and the
information provided through the EIS process.

A major component of the Management Framework Plan (MFP) is a large
number (200) of large scale mylar map overlays which portray
Inventories and alternative land use al locations. The size (40" x

78") and multi-color format of these overlays makes reproduction and
dissemination impractical. A complete understanding of the tentative
land use allocations requires the use of these overlays 1n

conjunction wi th the wri tten narratives . These overl ays were
available at the public meetings held in January 1980 during which
publ ic Input concerning land use al locations was sol in ted and
obtained. They are currently available for review at the Oistrict
Office.

Response to letter Nc. 13 Continued

13.15 "Lands action" include lands which are pending transfer to other
parties. "Adverse location" includes lands that because of their
physical isolation are di f ficult or impossible to manage for
sustained yield timber production.

13.16 See response 13.2

13.17 The Timber Production Capability Classification was a site specific
inventory and the rationale to restrict or exclude timber
management is documented on a site specific basis. This
information is available at the Coeur d'Alene Oistrict Office.

13.18 See errata section.

13.2 Please see the addendum section of this document for a brief summary
of inventory data.

While some data could be generated identi fying the timber harvest
opportunities foregone by other land use allocations, no meaningful
conclusions could be made from such comparisons since accurate
economic values cannot be projected for all the land uses other than
those proposed for timber management. Al so see the Development of
Alternatives portion of the addendum section.

13.19 The practices presented are guidelines. The sil vicultural
prescription prepared for each timber sale will recommend the
harvest practice necessary to meet management objectives. Site-
spec i fie environmental assessments prepared for the individual
timber sales will address any impacts resul ting from the silva-
cultural prescription. The final choice of the practices to be
used will rest with the decision maker, ususally the Area Manager.

13.3 The statement is sufficient as printed in the OEIS.

13.4 A conversion of 5.5 board feet to one cubic foot was used in the
DEIS. The variability in Table 2-1 is caused by arithematic
rounding. Also see addendum section of this final EIS for more
information concerning cubic to board foot conversion.

13.5 No al ternative has been rejected. Final decisions concerning land
use allocation and timber management activities cannot be made until

30 days after the final EIS has been filed with the Environmental
Protection Agency. See page 2-1 of the DEIS.

13.20 During the land use planning process, a survey of the forest
products industry in the EIS area resulted in the same conclusions
stated in this comment. Species diversity should be maintained.
Management should be for currently valuable species which woul d

probably retain their values in the future.

13.21 The third year survey would be done three years after the final
harvest on partially cut areas. This is usually 13 years after the
initial entry with at least one good cone crop occuring during this
period.

13.22 Ponderosa pine would be precommercial ly thinned when the Mean
Annual Increment begins to decrease rather than prior to crown
closure and any expression of dominance"! On most ponderosa pine
habitat types growth is limited by available moisture rather than
by competition from other trees. Other commercial species would be
thinned prior to crown closure and expression of dominance.



Response to letter No. 13 Continued

13.23 A cost/benefit analysis is requi red for al 1 forest development
practices. This would be computed during the preparation of the

site specific environmental assessment.

13.24 Lands classified as custodial management are allocated to other
resources as shown in Table 2-4 on page 2-8 of the OEIS.

Response to letter No. 13 Continued

13.39 Tables 3-12 and 3-13 were intended to portray the lumber and wood

products industry in the eight counties impacted by the

alternatives. Tables 3-14 and 3-15 were intended to show the

regional economy. Since it is not possible to identify the timber

industry portions of Tables 3-14 and 3-15, differences on base

years between them and Tables 3-12 and 3-13 does not play an

important role.

13.25 As stated on page 2-6 of the DEIS, the extensive inventory simply
quanti f ied existing timber but did not identi fy its precise
location. To use this inventory data to predict timber inventory

on specific geographical areas violates the statistical design of

the inventory. The only meaningful way the data can be used is by

averaging. This means the acres in Table 2-4 would be factored by

an average volume per acre and the relationships between the
numbers would remain constant. Also, see response 13.2.

13.40 No decisions were made in the Management Framework Plan and none

can be made until 30 days after the final E1S is filed with the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). See page 2-1 of the DEIS.

13.41 through 13.45 See errata section.

13.26 Al ternative C ( no-action) would continue timber management under

the direction of existing {19711 land use plans. Since many of the
guidelines in the DEIS were developed during the most recent land

use al location process, they cannot be applied directly to
Alternative C. In reality, however, most of these guidelines would

i some degree on a site speci fie basis underfollowed
Alternative C.

For the other al ternatives, the management guidel ines would be

automatical ly appl ied. If needed, further mi ti gat ion would be

developed during site specific environmental assessments.

13.28 There is no productive forest land in any proposed ACEC's covered

by the alternatives. An example of the "important and unique
resources" in currently proposed ACEC's are ancient tribal

monuments along ridge tops of the Coeur d'Alene and St. Joe River
drainages.

13.29 Please see page 2-15 of the DEIS which states"
must be established on a case by case basis."

.specific widths

Response to letter No. 13 Continued

13.30 See errata section.

13.31 Contract inspection visits are made commensurate with the activity

being performed. If money and manpower permi t (as we assume i t

would when this plan is implemented) visits would be made daily

during road construction.

13.32 The glossary defines partial cutting or selective cutting as "tree

removal other than by clearcutting" See page G-6 of the DEIS.

13.33 See errata section.

13.34 Table 2-1 on page 2-4 of the DEIS shows that Alternative B produces

18% more volume. Mortality salvage, individual tree selection and

commercial thinni ng are proposed for Alternative B, as shown on

page 2-22.

13.35 Footnote 3 for Table 2-8 on page 2-28 of the DEIS states that the

costs for road construction and logging are subtracted from the

value of the timber. All other costs are from appropriated funds.

13.36 See er.ata section.

13.37 The 1980 date refers to the year the tentative
were proposed. The MFP process started i r

regulations were published in November 1978.

59.1.

land use al locations

1976 and the CEQ
Al so see response

13.38 The acres of productive forest land allocated to visual resources
are shown in Table 2-4 on page 2-8 of the DEIS. These acres are
included in the total shown for custodial management on Table 2-6

on page 2-11 of the DEIS.
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Response to letter No. 14

14.1 Impacts to ground water resources were not discussed in detai

1

because of the 1 i mi ted BLM administered acreage which is located
over regionally important aquifers or recharge areas. See page 3-6

of the DEIS.

SEP 3

Memorandum
1980

North Idaho Timber EIS Team Leader
Bureau of Land Management
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho

Through

From:

Subject:

:J* Assistant

SFP
9 1980

Secretary—Energy and Minerals

Director, Geological Survey

Review of draft environmental statement for North Idaho timber
management

We have reviewed the draft statement as requested in the District
Manager's notice.

Except in regard to ground-water resources the draft statement is one
of the most informative and quantitative EISs for timber management
that we have reviewed.

The statement should assess potential impacts of the various timber
management alternatives on ground-water recharge and storage, and on

ultimate ground-water/surface-water relationships, especially in areas
where concentrations of BLM-managed lands occur.

t-
H. Williair) Menard

One Hundred Years of Earth Science in the Public Servic

P0 8oi 1016

Lewwor. Idaho 83501

Telephone (208) 799 0123

September 15, 1 980

Mr. Martin J. Zimmer, Distri
Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 838U

Dear Zimmer

Enclosed, herewith are Potlatch Corporation's comments regarding
the North Idaho Timber Management Environmental Impact Statement. Without
intending to indicate that any one element in our review is more important
than any other element, we evaluated the following areas:

1. Alternatives and economics.

2. Soils and water resources

3. Wildlife

k. Cultural resources and recreation

5- Road construction

In general, we find the EIS does not have adequate
benefit analyses, fails to present a full range of alternat
not identify opportunity costs related to various constrain

or cost/
nd does

Sincerely,

James C. McAdoo
Timberlands Manager

J CM ar
Enc

cc: C. J. Deward
M. L. Franzese
T. L. Haddock
H. G. McDowe 11, 1

U. A. Mallory
J. R. Morris
L. Shadduck, m FA

L. L. Streeby
E. F. Uirsig
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None of the alternat

16.1 or economic tradeoff

I unconstrained or an

16
esented in the EIS f ully cons ider opportun i ty cos

is an alternative presented which is either fully

ve forest management alternative.

The accelerated harvest alternative (i.e. alter

simply an adapted form of the proposed alternat
example

:

a. The land allocation is the same and the har

increased by I OS after the proposed alterna
already been formated.

b. The forest management prescriptions are als

same proportions as the proposed alternativ
of partial cut vs. clearcut).

is s imply

had appare

in roughly the

(i.e. per&entage

2. The high commodity alternative (Alternative B) is not an intensive

management alternative given the high proportion of partial cut

and the very low proportion of clearcutting (See Table 2- l )

.

3- Most of the decisions (e.g. land allocation) were made in the MFP.

The allocations preconstra ined timber production. As a result,

the opportunity costs of the constraints cannot be determined.

it. It is interesting to note that the accelerated harvest option
•produces less timber than the high commodity option. Apparently
this difference results from a lower land base for timber production
since it is based on the same allocation as the proposed alternative
The harvesting of this alternative is primarily partial cutting.

Throughout the alternatives discussion, especially in regard to commodity
production alternatives (i.e. proposed, B and 0) economically optimum harvest
management regimes must be identified. Moreover, no discussion of plantation
vs. natural regeneration economics is included. On page 2-3 n the discussion
on timber harvest limitations, clearcutting would not be used where (I) it is

determined to be s i I vi cul tura l ly essential", (2) "there is no assurance that

the area can be adequately restored within five years". (3)"aestheti c values
outweigh other considerations" or (M "the method is preferred only because
it will have the greatest dollar return on the greatest unit output".

All of the above show a complete failure of the EIS to consider and compare
opportunity costs or economic tradeoffs resulting from any of the constraints
placed on clearcutting. For example the five year favorable seed crop cycle
in northern Idaho limits the success and extends the timing of natural
regeneration. How, as a result, could a plantation be riskier than natural
regeneration over a five year period especially if a plantation reduces the

rotation cycle by five years and has a higher net present value?

Some specific comments regarding the

2-23 through 2-20:

No costs (total or

cultur progr ms de ibed on pages
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2. The site preparation costs of burning (? $82/acrc and scarification

p $300/acre seem cxtraord i nari
I
y high given our experience and

the possible opportunities to combine slosh disposal and site

preparation on a given site. One hundred percent scarification is

not necessary nor is intensive soil disturbance and vegetation
removal requi red.

3. Planting costs Q $l59/acre also seem unusually high given our

experience. Also, the 2275 acres to be planted shown for the

proposed alternative cannot be reconciled at 20% of the clearcut

acres and 50% of the partial cut area as described on Page 2-26.

k. The high plantation cost (? $2**1 to $**59/acre for site preparation

plus planting) cost will result in unfavorable economics even if

establishment is successful.

5. The preconrctercial thinning cost of $96/acrc is high. A better

range is $50 to SlOO/acre depending on site specific conditions.

Also candidate stand age range should include 20 to 30 year old

stands and the selection of precommerc i al thinning candidates
should be based on economics.

6. The fertilization cost Q $115 for five applications (i.e. ages

30, hO, 50 and 60 as described on page 2-13) seems low. Roughly,

$50-60/acre per application of 220 lbs/acre of nitrogen is reason-

able. Conversely, if the Sll5/acre cost covers one application,

the cost is extremely high. Also, we doubt if economics would

support multiple applications starting at age 20 vs. one application

10-20 years prior to harvest (i.e. rotation age).

7. No economics of scale (i.e. cost differentials) are shown for the

si Ivicul tural costs among the alternatives displayed in table 2-8.

Fertilization and precommercial thinning costs, for example, are

especially sensitive to the number of acres per project.

The economics discussion on pages 3"2*l and 3-29 and ^-23 to ^-28 require

a more intensive evaluation of community stability and dependent community

impacts. The coefficient used in the number of employees per million board

feet harvested assessment is 1 .k employees per MHBF. In the USFS RARE II

input/output model, the coefficient for north Idaho (both direct and indirect

solid wood products jobs) is about 16.5 employees per MHBF.

No employment credit is also assigned for either the si 1 vi cul tural program

(e.g. planting crews and thinners) or the residuals (e.g. pulp chips) resulting

from harvesting. We also suggest that the conclusions in attached paper by

Beuter and Schallau regarding community stability be considered vis-a-vis the

impact of future BLM harvests on communities in northern Idaho. Little or

no evaluation is included in the EIS regarding the future total timber supply

in northern Idaho and the relative future BLM contribution to the supply.

Ele cnt 2 - Sol

Several spc
are questio
cedent sett
and timberlands product

technical assumptions and calculations within the document
These erroneous items have the potential to become pre-

have the effect of restricting management optio
ity. Thus we have discussed what we believe to be

the >s >

sp i te techni rors.

Finally, we find the following areas where additi

to more closely evaluate the EIS.

il informat eded

errors and weaknesses of technical logic. Howev'

mitigating statements appear within the summary and other sections. An

example appears on page S-2: "These soil and compaction rates would not be

regionally significant for any alternative." Similar statements of insignifi-

cance are made regarding water yield increases and sediment yield increases.

Again, despite these mitigating statements, some questionable technical
discussion areas should be mentioned. Page S-2 stated soil losses and" amounts
of sediment that will reach streams appear to be overestimated. We believe

they are overestimated due to the staff's misinterpretation of the literature,

which is discussed on page *t-3.

Based on total mileage of road construction and reconstruction in the plans

first decade, total erosion from these activities is projected. "Construction
of logging roads would increase erosion 220 times (Hegahan 1972) to seven (7)

tons per acre per year..." "This rate would diminish to the approximate rate

for undisturbed land in four (U) years."

We find the following faults with the above BLM discussion in the EIS. First,

one erosion rate has been used for all geologic and soil types. This is a

very high rate based on Megahan's 1972 study conducted on highly erosive
decomposed gran i tes.

According to page 3-*t of the EIS, only 21? of the BLM's lands are granitic,
and it may be that much of these lie in nontimber-producing areas.

Much lower erosion rates are known for other soils. Patten (I960) lists

relative erosion rates of soils developed from various parent materials In

northern Idaho. Patten bases these estimates on 1979 work by the USFS Region

1-Region IV I ntermountain Task Group consisting primarily of W. Megahan,

R. Patten, D. Cline, G. Wendt and G. Cole. All parent materials are ranked

relative to a base number of 1.00 for granite. Much lower erosion rates are

shown for most materials. For example, Belt series parent materials which

occupy kl% of BLM lands are ranked at O.38: that is, 38% as erosive as

granitics.

Furthermore, 75% of all surface erosion in Megahan's (1972) study occurred
within the first twelve months of construction. It is critical to note that

no erosion control measures were taken in this first twelve months. This

was one of the major findings of this study: that erosion rates are highest

immediately following construction, and that erosion prevention should there-

fore also be immediate. Countless studies have demonstrated effective control
techniques. Patten ( 1 980) summarizes some of them from the literature. A
few of these are listed below:

16.12

16.131

16.141

16
We would like to see a comparison of the growth and yield curves

projected by the PROGNOSIS model vs. those used in the allowable

cut calculation. The statement on page 2-9 =nat " no major changes

are anticipated" is unlikely given our experience and the inade-

quacies of the Kemp formula.

We would like to see an allowable cut selection based on economic

criteria. Ten year costs and stumpage criteria are estimated but

are not decision criteria in the allowable cut analysis.

No statement is

uti l ization spec

on yields and ha

e in the EIS regarding current or future

cations and the effect of those specificati

st levels.

No mention is made in the EIS of the adverse environmental impact

of not harvesting timber? Where is this consideration incl-uded?

What is the distribution of productive forestland among the four

visual resource management classes shown in Table 3
- 10?

entory is includedHow much productive forestland and timber

in the area requiring cadastral surveys?

Table 2-k should display the timber inventory detail for each of

the alternatives and line items shown. Moreover, nowhere is the

total timber inventory by species and age class distribution shown.

Ho discussion is contained in the EIS regarding the distribution

(i.e. contiguous blocks vs. scattered **0's) of the BLM ownership

in northern Idaho and related land management problems and oppor-

tunities nor is any mention made of future opportunities to

consolidate the ownership through land exchanges to reduce manage-

ment costs.

The energy investment schedule in Table U-W shows no credit for

residual fuel (bark and sawdust) sourced from the conversion of

sawtimber to solid wood products. The proposed alternative harvest

of H.000 MBF/year would yield 15,1*00 BDT fuel x 12 MMBTU/B0T =

185,000 MMBTU/yr.

16
Percent reduction in erosion rates

Seed and ferti l i ze 25%
Wood chip mulch, seed and fertilize 37%
Aspen blanket, seed and fertilize 56"%

Water bars 5%
Surface 7%

a response di f ference

strated by King (1979).
tasediments in north

I The effectiveness of erosion control, good practices,

J

in part due to a difference in soils and geology is d

j

In a study of erosion from forest roads in belt-serie
Idaho, King has found low amounts of erosion, nearly all of which has been

j

trapped within 20 feet of the road fill. In an update of his results at the

July 21-23, 1980 ASCE Watershed Management Symposium in Boise, King reported
that sediments have not reached the main trout-bearing stream draining the

!
experimental watershed. All sediments have been trapped prior to entering

1*-H[the order I and II stream network, or have been trapped within these order I

and I I streams.

In summary of our comments on the EIS's estimates of
there is strong evidence that rates of erosion have b

far too high: They are based on erosion rates for gr
a minor portion of the BLM ownership, and the effecti
control pract i ces has not been recogn i zed . These two
for an overestimate of approximately 600%.

n, we be I ieve

ed which are

of standard eros i

alone wi 1 1 accou

ads, yarding, etc.
urrent situation,
some, if not all.

On page 2-5, Table 2-2 shows that soil loss due to r

would increase for all al ternat i ves compared to the

do not understand why soil losses do not decrease in

alternatives. Soil losses from past activities should rapidly decrease through
time, and soil losses from future activities should be minimized through proper
application of modern erosion control practices. Net total annual soil loss

should therefore decrease.

Tabic 2-2 also lists projected increases in water yields for each alternative.
These projections appear low. Our calculations show that the BLM estimates
average annual runoff from their lands at only M.U% inches. This itself

seems low but may be explained if enough BLM acreage lies in low precipitation
areas such as the Salmon River canyon. Concerning timberland however, if

89,333 acres are managed (the highest amount identified in any alternative,
and 33% of total BLM North Idaho land), even an average I Z increase in flow
at the 13.^8 inch runoff rate (which is unquestionably low for timberlands)
generates 896 acre feet per year. This compares to a maximum BLM estimate of

only ^77 acre feet.

These apparently low EIS estimates may be correct if the BLM lands

in a managed condition where accelerated yields are already occurr
has been taken into consideration.

al ready

and this

In any event, the positive value of increased water yields should not be

overlooked. Substantial value of increased flow can be demonstrated for

hydroelectric power generation, irrigation, and improved stream habitat due
to increases in summer low flows

.
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i on paqe 2-10 shows that 12,792 "productive forest lands" acres

arc excluded from the total productive forest land base of 1 1 8 , 908 acres

l i Potential site degradation or inability to reqenerale ore cited

as reasons. It would be important to learn where these lands are located,

and which of the two reasons as used to exclude each parcel. If mass failures

arc not a problem as the EIS has stated on page U~i, we would ask for explan-

ation of site degradation projections.

A discussion of stream "Buffers" begins on page 2-15. The general degree of

restriction of harvest from the streanside zone appears severe. A distinction
is made between thermal buffer-: -- that portion closest to the stream -- and

sediment buffers. Quoting page 2-16" "In Class I and selected Class II streams,

no harvest would be permitted in the thermal buffer except to benefit wildlife

or ir.tprove the stream habitat conditions." The thermal buffer is defined as

the width of the "tallest tree." or a minimum of 75 feet. Thus if the. thermal

buffer applies to both sides of streams {Inappropriate in East-West streams),

total width taken out of production would vary from 150 to 300 feet. It has

been estimated that 10? of the Clearwater National Forest lies within 100 feet

of perennial streams, thus it is not unreasonable to estimate that from 7.5%
to \$% of 6LM timberlands lie within the "thermal buffer," where harvest would
be excluded.

Research has shown

protection. Brazie
provided with buffe
of debris into stre

at: 1) buffers of this width are unnecessary for therm

and Brown (1973) found that 100'i of effective shade was

as narrow as 30 feet. Froehlich (1973) found that ent

s was effectively prevented with buffers as narrow as

16.25

ie.2«

15 feet. Benoit (1978) found that selective harvest within buffers actually
improved sediment filtering capabilities. And finally, Hawkins (1979) has

found that when sedimentation is prevented, exposure of West Coast streams to

solar radiation improves production of invertebrate and fish populations.

In essence, harvest from within the streamside zone without causinq environ-
mental damage has been shown to be quite feasible. When the acreage and

potential productivity of this acreage is considered, prevention of streamside

harvest must be viewed as unjustified. Reduction of resource availability

and revenues appear significant.

I On a related subject. Table 2-9 on page 2-29 lists expected stumpage revenues

for the next 10-year period. The proposed action alternative generates $83

million less than alternative C -- the no action, or current situation

alternative — and $22 million less than the high timber output alternative.
[Explanation for these reductions did not come to our attention. Ue would
think this highly significant to the counties.

Table 3-6 on page 3"9 lists several IDHU/EPA trend stations (water quality
monitoring) that have "major significant upstream sources". The St. Joe
River at St. Maries is shown to suffer elevated summer temperatures and
excessive phosphorous concentrations. Forest practices and mining are listed

In the case of forest practices, this assertion simply
Similar statements are made for the Coeur d'Alene Rive
regarding low pH, temperatures , and high zinc concent

r

forest practices should be deleted in all cases.

cannot be substantiated,
and Spokane River
tions. Reference to

16
Benoit , Clifford R. 1978. Fluvial Sed tm< nt Do] lv<

Percent of Liosion. Unpublished manuscript. State
and Private Forestry, USDA For. Serv., Portland, OH.

; , Jon R. and George W. Brown. 1973. Buffer Strips
for Stream Temperature Control. Res. Paper l

r
..

Oregon State Univ., Corvallis, OR.

Froehlich, II. A. 1973. Natural and Man-Caused Slash in
Headwater Streams in Pacific Logging Conqress , Logger s

Handbook, Vol. XXXIII.

Hawkins, Charles. 1980. Relative Effects of Sediment and
Canopy Removal on Stream Communities. Dept. of Entomology,
Oregon State Univ., Corvallis, OR.

Megahan, W. F. and W. J. Kidd. 1972. Effect of Logging Roads
on Sediment Production Rates in the Idaho Batholith.
In termountain Forest & Range Exper. Sta. Res. Paper
INT-123. USDA For. Serv., Odgen, UT.

Patten, Rick. 1980. Draft Sediment Component Modol-Su rf ace
Stability. Clearwater National Forest, Orofmo, ID.
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|A discussion of site productivity is provided on page k-$. Regarding the

I

proposed alternative, the Draft correctly states that "site productivity
would not be reduced significantly by nutrient losses..." It would also be
true that significant nutrient losses would not occur for alternatives where
more acres were managed for timber.

The discussion of soil loss and compaction on page k-$ is brief. However, the
EIS's estimates of the degree of accelerated erosion occurring temporarily
following logging appear reasonable. Similarly, the discussion of compaction
appears reasonable, although details are not provided on how these estimates
were generated.

Summarizing, the EIS states that the proposed alternatives would have insign-
ificant effects upon soil and water resources. We would concur, but would add
this would likely also be true for higher timber output options. Effects
and benefits of maximum commodity output options are not discussed. Technical
over-estimates of soil erosion rates and failure to manage streamside zones
for timber production very likely have restricted allowable timber harvest
levels and acreage available for management.
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ent 3 - VJi Idl ife

or low impact on

Since the BLH own

inter range and
little effect on

The conclusion that the actions in the EIS will have n

habitat as discussed in Appendix *i-2 is quite correct,

only a small percent of the total acreage of big game

old-growth habitat, management decisions will have ver

elk, deer, owls or woodpeckers.

However, the impacts of timber management on wildlife is viewed almost

exclusively from a negative perspective. For example. Appendix k-2

lists the effect of forest practices on wildlife as low, moderate or high;

but none of these ratings consider that a moderate impact, for instance,

can have a moderate beneficial impact on habitat. The low, moderate or

high impacts are all defined In terms of adverse effects which inftu

the threshold

al I defined in

-I of the speci

The threshold level, according to the EIS,

by the biologist. It is implied that when

50^ of the habitat or when the threshold le

may be i n j eopa rdy . Howe ve r , nowhe re in t

h

of the threshold level for each species.

rbitr el

.-. .'., .I . t he

definition

ie. ao

Another exampl

management on
The table 1 i St

improvement i n

example . the s

sample three-y
improve the Co
b ig game hab i t

One impact of

and cover habi

of the portrayal of only the negative effects of timber

ildlife involves the summary of impacts shown on page 2-5.

only loss of habitat for wildlife and does not show any

the habitat which may result from timber harvest. For

ivnary of impacts should note that of the I
Ij sales in the

ar timber harvest plan (page A- 13) 1? of the sales or BS%

er forage ratios for a gain and improvement in effective

on the big game forage

ing to the wi Idl i fe

ficant increases in'

effect on winter range

range is be i ng improved

nterest is that of partial cutt

at described on page A-Ii0. Ace

biologist, partial cutting does not provide si

forage, while clearcutting can have a benefici

forage production. Since only 0.3% of the win

(page A-*i0) , there is a tremendous opportunity to use more clearcutti

for the benefit of big game. In this regard, a distinction needs to

made in the EIS of the effect of differing management intensities on

wildlife. It should be noted in the Environmental Consequences chapt

of the Final EIS that only ^5.72 7 acres of the 157,000 acres will be

intensively managed in the proposed alternative.

3. Old growth receives adequate attention in the EIS. One positive point

of the EIS is that it recognizes that old growth and mature timber stands

can provide habitat preferred by late successional wildlife species. In

the past only old-growth stands were credited with providing habitat for

these species. Now it is recognized that toward the end of a normal (not

extended) rotation, regular timber management will provide mature stands
for a period (i.e., from 80 to 100+ years old) which will meet the habitat
preferences of woodpeckers and owls.

that later succession;
and are not dependent
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Since only 80,000 of the 157,000 acres of productive forestland are

allocated to timber management, at least 505; of the forestland will be

in undisturbed mature and old-growth stands to provide "mature and old-
growth wildlife habitat." The environmental consequences of the preferred
alternative on "Animals Dependent on Mature and Old-Growth Timber" (page

*4-l6) are therefore misleading. Continuation of proposed management will
not eliminate all mature and old-growth forests from lands identified for
tinber management. Mature stands will continue to be grown on standard
timber management lands unless the rotation age is proposed as less than

80 years. Also, as previously mentioned, half of the productive forest-
land is not managed and will contain mature and old-growth stands.

Big Game and Elk Habitat Coordinating Guidelines - Page 2-15 of the EIS

states, "In areas identified as heavy use, fawning, rut and lick, all

roads except main haul roads would be closed to public vehicular access
from April to November 30 each year." This management constrai nt -i s far

too restrictive. Secondary collector roads which are also necessary for

timber removal would be closed. Who knows how many "heavy use," fawning,
rut and lick areas there are on BLM ownership? In the opinion of the

wildlife biologist, there are probably quite a few. The impact which
this constraint will have on orderly removal of timber should be identified
in the Final EIS.

Appendix 2-3 contains several uncalled-for
lines. Three of the worst ones are:

;lk habitat coordinating guide-

A. "Any s I I vicul tura 1 method which changes the description of an area
from cover to forage, according to our definition, should be confined
to an area with a width of from 800 to 1,000 feet that is bordered on
all sides by cover of not less than 800' width" (page A-**).

If the width of the opening can only be 1,000 feet in diameter, then

ctearcut size is restricted to approximately 25 acres. This is much
too small for efficient tinber management. The cost of the 800 feet

and 1,000 feet widths in terms of foregone timber output has not been
calculated nor have alternative opening sizes and cover diameters
been evaluated.

B. "In that sales are currently designed to run the shortest period of

time, it is necessary to work within the specified time frame by

designating compartments and order of logging through sale layout and

contract stipulations to eliminate random logging over the area"
(page A-5).

There is a danger that this guideline will be used by BLM to place
additional burdensome contract requirements on timber purchasers and the

timing of operations in the name of big game protection. However,
since elk leave the general area of timber harvest activity anyway,
there is no need to further restrict the order of units to be harvested
for the benefit of elk.

"Roads ne^r meadows and other openings, including cutover
have a minimum of a ^00 meter (1,300 feet) forested barri

the road and the opening" (page A-g)

.

reas, should
between
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Under this guideline a road could not be adjacent to a clearcut and,
of course, then no clearcutting could take place. The "buffer" of
1,300 fc-et is excessive and unjustified; and. most importantly,
its effect on scheduling of timber output has not been considered.
Maybe it would be less costly to close more roads adjacent to openings
to prevent harassment rather than to have a 1,300-foot security
buffer of timber.

5. Finally, the ElS's attempt to relate c

on winter range (page A- 1 1 ) is a step
guidelines will help prevent excessive

er/forage ratios to snow depths
the right direction. These

etention of cover on winter ranges.
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Resources and Recreation

Cul tural Resources

understanding of the cu al resources analysis is as folio

Cultural resources are classified into prehistoric resources and historic
resources. Cultural resources are discussed in terms of physical remains
and areas where significant human events occurred. The inventory of cultural '

resources was based primarily on a "random cluster sampling procedure: and
information from the state. The land allocation for cultural resources was
predetermined under the Management Framework Plan and does not vary by

alternative. A total of 787 acres was allocated to this use, *»77 of which
are considered productive forest land. Since these allocations were predeter
mined, it's no surprise that "no adverse impacts to lifted or eligible*
National Register properties will result from any alternative. Though the
current size of the allocations appear innocuous, the following should be
cons i dered:

The inventory represents only a "sampling" of cultural resources
not a complete listing of sites on BLM ownership. The limited
sampling opens the potential in the future for further allocatio
and impacts on timber sales should prehistoric or historic resou
be discovered at the time the harvest is to take place.

2. Better guidelines should be available defining cultural resources,
than appear in the EIS. In particular, historic resources should
be more rigorously defined to minimize the potential for discretionary
withdrawals.

3. Each addi tion to the

by an accounting of othe
economic tradeoffs)

.

Itu al urce allc

(e.g. oppor
ati n should be accompa

i t ies forgone and

*i. The greatest threat to timber management lies not in these minor
allocations of BLM ownership, but the potential for restrictions on
rights of adjacent private property owners. Table 3

_
9 (Page 3

_ I9)

lists sites on or near BLM ownership which have been entered or are
eligible for the National Register. The EIS did not make any pre-
dictions of future additions to this list. The BLM's policy regarding
the management of these sites and surrounding land, and any efforts

aimed at making additions to this list should be specified. This is

especially important in light of the pending National Heritage Policy

Act legislation which could make private land more vulnerable to
classification.

Recreation

A "state of the art" recreation Inventory system developed by Brown and Driver
which has gained acceptance at the Federal level In the USFS and BLM was used

to develop a catalog of recreation opportunities. Four criteria were used to

delineate areas into one of six opportunity classes ranging on a spectrum from
Primitive to Urban. The inventory system has the capability (at least in theory)

16
to not only classify areas by recreation opportunities, but also predict
a specific level of recreation outputs associated with an allocation decision.

However, apparently the system was used only to account for the number of

acres by recreation class that would be associated with each alternative.
The variations in acres by Recreation Opportunity Class appear to be directly
attributable to variations in roading. Recreation restrictions do not appear

to have an impact on timber allocations.
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Element 5 - Road Construction

Page 2-h Assumed road costs may be high (new mainllm '. .

>orarv spur SI 5 ,000/mi lc ; reconstruction/improve

S 1 ,000/rnT le) relative to our experiencr* and site specific

Page 2-20 Mulching and hydro-mulcher should bo a v.
i

expensive and not ver effective.

Page 2-21 The sketches are correct, but Lne difficult/ and co; ; full

bench construction and end haul must be recognized.

Appendix
2-k The guidelines are vague, sound . Ficult to

apply on a site specific basis. Practical planning

construction are difficult with so many potential ir,1 i

administrative loo|
'

Page A- 1 *i Steepest permissible grades at stream crossings (with or

without culverts) seems like a dangerous generalization.

Page A-

1

k What is definition of municipal watershed? Could be merely

any watershed.

Page A- 1 5 Design width must include logging equipment, not just log trucks.

No side cast in areas of .+ 60 percent slope is expensive.

Right angle stream crossing seldom is practical.

"No bridge or culvert should constrict the natural channel".

Either may be narrower than Ordinary High Water marks. Culverts

of this size would have numerous problems.

Culverts should extend from "toe to toe" of fill - no "shotgun"

culverts. Specify when rip rap is to be used. Rip rap is

difficult to obtain and exreptional 1 y expensive.

Natural bottomed culverts (bottomless arches) are very expensive

and require considerable time to construct.

Page A- 16 Slash and d.br cd into toe is a good, cost effecti

Again, stress seeding. Avoid rip rap and mulching.

Woody material incorporated in fills is a good method of stump

disposal but not necessary with windrow disposal.

A-17 Again what is definition of "municipal watershed"?

Response to letter No. lb Continued

with individuals from St. Regis P^per Co., Potlatch Corp., Idaho

Department of Lands, U. S. forest Service, and other BLM offices.

The costs used in the E IS include material costs and administrative

costs. Additional responses to the itemized comments follow;

2) Slash disposal is normally done under the terms of timber sale

contracts. The purpose of slash disposal is to reduce tire hazard

and prepare the site for reforestation. Additional site preparation

would not be needed on these areas, unless reforestation efforts are

unsuccessful

When reforestation failure results from slash restricting proper

planting or excessive competition from other vegetation, site

preparation would be used to again prepare the areas for

reforestation. Site preparation would also be used on areas that

are presently non-stocked. See page 2-11 of the DEIS.

The intensity of slash disposal and site preparation and the

specific areas to be treated would be designated during contract

preparation and site specific environmental assessment.

3) The acreages shown for planting in the table on page 2-26

include: 1) all of the areas clearcut during the ten year period

plus replanting 201 of the clearcut areas, 2) 50% replanting in the

naturally regenerated partial cut areas, and, 3) planting of the

areas that receive site preparation during the decade.

4) Planting normally will occur on sites where timber yields and

economic returns would most likely increase as a result of the

plantation. The BLM, however, also recognizes the need to protect

other resource values in addition to timber values. In some cases,

site preparation and planting would benefit these other values

(watershed, scenic quality, etc.) despite an unfavorable timber

oriented cost/benefit ratio.

1 include 20 to 30 year old

ill be considered in thinning
5) Precommercial candidate stands wi

stand ages if appropraite. Economics
decisions.

6) See errata section. Available literature documents that the

best growth responses are achieved when fertilization is done at the

same time as thinning. The Idaho Forest Productivity Study - Phase

1 1 Economic Analysis concluded: "Economical ly, fertil ization is a

surprisingly feasible investment . . . Fertilization (accompanied by

commercial thinning) comprises 11 of the 13 optimum management

regimes." (Christophersen 1978).

7) For this regional comparison, sil vacul tural costs were figured

on an average per acre basis. Without a precise sil vacultural plan

it would be impractical to develop varying ranges of cost

di f ferential s. During speci fie plan development, any possible

combinations of areas to be thinned or treated will be made in order

to keep down costs.

Response to letter No. 16

16.1 While a table could be developed to identify the economic value of

timber foregone or constrained due to law, policy, or other resource
allocations, no meaningful conclusions or comparisons could be drawn

from such a portrayal since economic val ues cannot be accurately

placed on all allocations made in place of the timber allocations
Table 2-4 (Draft EIS page 2-8) identifies the acreages of productive
forest lands which are allocated to the various resources under each

alternative. This table permits a meaningful compari son of
al locations using a common value- acres. Al so see addendum section
entitled Development of Alternatives in this document.

The BLM is currently working to establish economic values which can

be applied to non-commodity types of resources such as wildlife,
scenic quality, undeveloped recreational experience, and cultural
resources. Until such values are developed, accurate comparisons of

economic tradeoffs cannot be made.

16.2 Al ternative D (Overmature Accelerated Harvest) was developed from
the Proposed Action Alternative.

Response to letter No. 16 Continued

16.8 The coefficient of 7.4 employees per mmbf relates only to direct
employment. On page 4-23 the total employment change related to the

proposed action is equivalent to 15.2 employees per mmbf. This is

within 8 percent of the coefficient quoted from the Forest Service
RARE II input/output model

.

Employment in the sil vacul tural programs and residual s is included
in the secondary employment changes estimated by the Bureau'

s

computer model , DYRAM.

The Beuter and Schallau paper addresses economic and social

stabil i ty of timber dependent communi ties. In the case study, of
Douglas County, Oregon, 58% of the commercial forest is on public
lands. In the North Idaho EIS area 661 of the commercial forest is

on public land. However, only 3% of this commercial forest is

administered by BLM.

Because only 3% of the commercial forest is under BLM
administration, it is unlikely that the alternatives would have any

major impacts on community stability. The Socio Economic Profile of
the EIS area found no communities solely dependent on BLM timber.

16.3 Clearcutting and partial cutting are methods of timber harvest and
can be used under any intensity of forest management.

16.4 See response 16.1

16.9 The plots from the extensive inventory were divided into 38 stands
(based on habitat type, aspect, slope, location, etc. ) for use in

the PROGNOSIS program. The 38 growth curves developed by PROGNOSIS
were then weighed by the acreage they represent. These curves were
then integrated to form the one growth curve used in SIMIX.

16.5 Clearcutting on public lands is constrained by policy guidelines for

timber management contained in the Senate Subcommittee on Publ ic

Lands report of 1972 entitled "Clearcutting on Federal Timber Lands"
which states "Clearcutting would not be used where ... 4) the
method is preferred only because it would give the greatest dollar
return . .

." See page 2-3 of DEIS. This makes the use of
opportunity costs an issue of no practical significance.

16.6 Slash disposal is normal ly considered part of the 1 ogging
operations; consequently, the costs associated with slash disposal
are incl uded in the 1 oggi ng costs di splayed on Table 2-8 on page
2-28 of the DEIS.

16.10 Current BLM utilization standards are as follows:

1

.

Seven- inch (eight- inch class) minimum tree diameter at

breast height.

2. Five inch minimum top diameter.

3. To be merchantable, a tree must contain at least one 16
foot long log.

4. To be merchantable, a log must be at least one third
sound.

Our contacts with the forest products industry in the EIS area
indicate that there would be no signi f icant changes in these
standards in the next 10 to 20 years.

16.7 The cost estimates questioned in items 2 through 6 of this comment
were developed from past project costs and consultation



16.11 A no-hai

alternati
1502.14.

Response to letter No. 16 Continued

vest alternative would not meet the "reasonable

e" criteria as set forth in CEQ Regulations 40 CFR Part

Response to letter No. 16 Continued

16.22 The positive value of increased water yields is mentioned in the

last paragraph on page 4-6 of the DEIS.

16.12 Table 3-10 (page 3-21 of DEIS) depicts BLM acreages by VRM class as

they exist today. Since this table simply portrays inventory data

and not proposed VRM classifications which would resul t from

impl ementation of any al ternati ve, a compari son of productive
forest lands against existing VRM acreages would serve no practical
purpose. Since timber production would be mainly constrained in

VRM Class I and II areas, the "Visual (scenic)" allocation acreages
itemized on Table 2-4 (page 2-8 of DEIS) provide a reasonably

accurate picture of constraints on timber management acreages due

to scenic qual ity al locations. Table 4-8
( page 4-20 of DEIS)

itemizes changes in VRM inventory class acreages that would occur
through implementation of the alternatives.

16.13 Table 2-4 on page 2-8 lists the acreage of productive forest lands
which cannot be managed due to a lack of requi red cadastral
surveys. The forest inventory completed in 1975 did not identify

the preci se location of timber. It did quanti fy how much timber
existed on the District. To use this data to predict volume in a

speci fie area violates the stati stical model under which the

inventory was done, and produces meaningless results.

16.23 See response 13.17

16.24 The buffer guidelines identify key areas of concern and serve as a

base against which deviations can be described if needed to best
util ize and protect an area. The use of "tal lest tree" is to

ensure that the buffer zone includes an area of sufficient width to

permit tree removal, without falling into streams. The precise
width of the buffer and whether or not timber harvest would be

permitted within the buffer would be determined after consideration
of many factors including stream protection, wil dl i fe cover and

protection needs, recreation, and scenic quality. The BLM
considers that the buffer guidelines proposed provide a good base
from which to start and yet allow for considerations and deviations
requi red for efficient timber sal e layout or for more stringent

controls should site specific environmental assessments so
stipulate. The amount of acreage in buffers would not be as high

as in the Clearwater National Forest due to the limited BLM acreage
which contains a significant amount of stream mileage.

16.25 See errata section.

16.14 See response 13.24

16.15 See Alternatives Identified but not Considered discussion
addendum section of this document.

16.26 The identification of significant upstream sources is taken from

the quoted reference. Forest practices are probably a significant
nonpoint source on most of the stations although they may not be
the cause of all the water qual ity problems identi f ied in the
summary.

16.16 An energy credit for residual fuel was not included because BLM has
no control over private mill practices and because practices with
respect to the di sposition of residual s are varied. It is

in teres ti ng to note, however, the figures given appear to be in

bons dry tons (BDT) with no energy investment shown for drying of

the fuel.

16.17 The soil iventory of the Coeur d'Alene District describes in detail

the soils at the series level. Maps of the soil series
associations that are contained in the inventory are available for

16.27 The discussion of nutrient loss on page 4-3 of the DEIS refers to

al 1 al ternatives.

16.28 The threshold concept is a relatively new method of impact
analysis. Preci se threshold values have not been determined for

many species. The thresholds set by the wildlife biologist are to

provide a relative determination of impact significance. The

definition of a threshold and an example of one set through outside
consultation appear on pages A-39 and A-13 of the OEIS, respect-
ively.

Response to letter No. 16 Continued

examination at the BLM Coeur d'Alene District Office. A general

soils map was developed by combining soil associations that have

similar properties and geology.

The erosion rate was calculated using the Universal Soil Loss

Equation, as outlined in Technical Mote, Woodland - No. 10

(USDA-Soil Conservation Service, Portland, Or. Sept 2, 1977), for

each soil series. From these soil series an overall erosion rate

was obtained for each association of the general soil s map. An

assumption was made that erosion rates would be proportionate for

all geologic materials during road construction. The calculation

of the overall natural erosion rate takes into account the various

soil types. The increase due to road construction was based on

Megahan 1972. Since no other research on erosion rates due to road

construction was found, the data used in the analysis is assumed to

be valid.

Response to letter No. 16 Continued

16.29 Table 2-2 lists acres lost primarily resulting from the elimination
of forage and cover due to road construction. This results in a

net loss of habitat under any al ternative. Summaries of
site- speci fie analysis are contained in Table A of Appendix 2-3

(page A-13 of DEIS). A cover to forage ratio impact does not imply
a loss or gain in acres of habitat, only a decrease or increase in

the use of the habitat.

16.30 Most of the timber sales analyzed in the sample timber sale plan
are not on winter range. The MFP-2 tentative land use allocation
provided 13,338 acres to be intensively managed for wildlife values
under the EIS proposed action alternative (Table 2-3, page 2-7 of
DEIS) . Much of this comes from non- forest lands. The effects of
timber managment activities on wildl i fe habitat are contained in
Appendix 4-2 of the DEIS. Intensive wildlife management is not

within the scope of this EIS.

16.18 During the EIS analysis process, the erosion rates during the first

year of construction were taken into consideration with diminishing

rates each year until the fourth year.

16.19 Various erosion control measures can significantly reduce erosion

rates. The effectiveness of these measures varies greatly with the

practices used, the timing, and the hydro logic events that occur.

In King's presentation and paper (July 1979), one of the concerns

expressed was whether the sediment that has entered side drainages

and been trapped will remain trapped. The state of the art for

sediment prediction is very 1 imi ted, especi al ly for a general

regional analysis such as done for the EIS. In this light,

accuracy within in a magnitude of ten times is reasonable based on

a worse case analysis.

16.20 The soil loss comparison identified an increase over natural

levels. The values shown on Table 2-2 are the same totals depicted

on Table 4-2 (page 4-4 of OEIS).

16.21 The water yield average was figured from the timber lands affected

by the sample timber sale and forest development plans (Appendix

2-1 and 2-2 of the DEIS) in which the very low water yields of the

Salmon River lands significantly reduce the overall average. The

calculations of water yield increases are based only on the first

year increases due to new actions that year. No attempt was made

to integrate the increase to determine the overall yearly increase

because of varyi ng habi tat type recovery rates . The val ues i n

Table 2-2 represent only the first year increases above base

levels.

16.31 Species such as the pi lea ted woodpecker require mature and
old- growth timber stands. The old- growth stands provide sui table
sites for cavity excavation and suitable habitat for carpenter ants
and other species used for forage. Appendixes 8 and 9 of Wildlife
Habitats in Managed Forests (Thomas 1979) identi fies the us! 6T
plant communities and successional stages by many species. Several
species are limited to mature and old-growth habitats.

16.32 The statement on page 4-16 of the DEIS is that removal of old-
growth timber would result in the removal of old-growth dependent
species habi tat "on lands identi fied for timber management." For
the proposed action al ternative the lands identi fied for timber
management are 80,489 acres. The old-growth stands would be
removed and the habitat they provide lost wi thin 100 years as a

result of long-term continued management. Mature timber (90-150
years) would be available, however, there would be a considerable
reduction from present conditions.

The management of the remaini ng acres of productive forest lands
for other purposes wi 1 1 not affect old- growth/mature timber
dependent species habitat.



Response to letter No. 16 C ontinued

16.33 The Elk Habitat Coordinating Guidelines were jointly developed by

the Idaho Department of Fish and Game, U. I. Forest Service,
University of Idaho, and BLM. The guidelines have been adopted by

the participating agencies. Recommendations on how best to
implement the various components of the guidelines will be made by

the wildl i fe biologist during the development of si t»-speci fie

timber sale and forest development plans. Specific decisions as to

which roads would be closed would be made in conjunction with the
site-specific environmental assessment process. The affect these
general guidelines will have on timber removal cannot be determined
until road locations are determined.

16.34 Although the width of a cutting unit is specified, the length is

not. Thus, a 60 acre clearcut could be a 1,000 ft. x 2,614 ft.

rectangle and if bordered by an adequate buffer would meet these
guideline requirements.
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STATE OF IDAHO

BOISE 83720

September 12, 1980

Ted Graf
North Idaho Timber EIS Team Leader
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 8381'!

RE: North Idaho Timber Management Draft EIS Comments

16.35 WhileWhile it is recognized that elk do leave the general

activity, the purpose of the guidelines is to ensure thei

to the area.

area of
return

16.36 Host roads would be closed following harvest activities and
buffer would be required. See item 5 on page 2-15 of DEIS.

16.37 The Class II cultural resource inventory which provided some of the
data for the draft EIS was a sampling of the cultural resources on

the public lands. Its main purpose is to provide a basis for

evaluating the significance of cultural resources located in future
inventories. As stated on page 2-14 of the OE IS, BLM will conduct
additional cultural resource inventories in advance of any timber
management practice which may affect cultui al resources. This
commitment opens the potential for future allocations of areas for
the preservation of important cultural resources which are
currently unknown. Since inventories will be conducted in advance
of any action there will be little chance that additional cultural
resources would be discovered during the actual harvest
operations.

16.38 Guidelines for defining cultural resources are contained in BLM
Manual 8100. In addition, BLM utilizes qualified cultural
resource specialists to conduct the inventories and to evaluate any
properties located. As required by 36 CFR 800 and 1204, BLM will

consult with the State Historic Preservation Officer on the
evaluation of cultural resources.

Dear Mr. Graf:

I have reviewed the North Idaho Timber Mananement Draft
Environmental Impact Statement and overall find it to be a

satisfactory document. However, your alternative "E",
Transfer of State Lieu Lands, has caused me some concern.
If alternative "E" is taken literally, it means that if the
state were to take lieu land selections in those lands
covered by the EIS, those same lands would no longer be
available for timber harvest. Such a statement is not true.

Under the current management practices of the Idaho
Department of Lands, timber lands are managed in such a way
as to allow for sustained yield harvesting. I am sure that
if the State of Idaho were to take title to these lands that
it would continue the present management policies of the BLM
for the foreseeable future. In fact, the state currently
manages timber lands in close consultation with the federal
government where federal and state lands are side by side.
No reason exists to believe that the state would do other-
wise were it to gain title to these lands.

I am sure that there was no intention on the part of
your agency to cast the state in an unfavorable light when
alternative "E" was drafted. However, the state would
appreciate your agency making every effort to either rewrite
or eliminate alternative "E", so as to emphasize the fact
that possible state selection of lieu lands in that partic-
ular area will in no way affect the potential timber harvest.

Response to letter No. 16 Continued

16.39 The procedures in 36 CFR 800 allow for the full consideration of

the cultural resources involved in any speci f ic project. During
the process of considering the management of cultural resources an

account would be made of the other resource values.

16.40 Under the provi sions of section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act and 36 CFR 800.4 BLM is responsible for protecting
the rights of the private property owners by ensuring that
important cultural resource values are not inadvertently damaged as

the result of a BLM undertaking. The BLM does not normally have
responsibli ity for cul tural resources on private property. The
regulations pertaining to the placement of cultural resources on
the National Register of Historic Places can be found in 36 CFR
1202. However, BLM must identi fy and consider the cultural
resources which may be affected by any BLM project or action
authorized by BLM.

16.41 This statement appears to be counterintuitive in light of comments
given with respect to mulching on pages 4 and 5 of this comment
letter.

16.42 As used here, a municipal watershed is any watershed from which a

municipality derives all or a portion of its domestic water
supplies.

Graf, Ted
September 12, 1980
Page 2
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Any lieu land selection would merely change management
agencies and the direction of income, not use of the land.

I appreciate this opportunity to comment on the North Idaho
Timber Management Draft Environmental Impact Statement and
look forward to hearing from you regarding my proposed
correction.

Sincerely

,

DAVID H. LEROY
Attorney General

a<

DHL/lm

cc: Land Board Members

16.43 See response 16.42.



Response to letter No. 17

17.1 See response number 7.1. BLM did not intentionally mean to imply
that the transfer of land to the State of Idaho would remove these
lands from timber production. Alternative E only assesses a loss in
the amount of timber lands which would be managed by BLM. A
clarifying statement is made in the errata section.
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"The on-site visual qualities will suffer. 'Mere will be a chance fron a near pristine
to a nonaged look, 'bads, clash ami stmps will be the b£pr/est 61 s rupt 1on r.."

"Access iri.ll increase the number of users until the areas 1 quasi and diminutive remote
nature in.ll be lost."

The people here today and those that will be moving here in the near future, iri.ll not
accept the r-anager.er.t of these lands for Timber Production, and a "Managed look" as a
legitimate alternative. They will not accept Adverse linvironr.ental Impacts to this
area.

A "Managed Lool:" is not what attracted new people to live in tliis area, and they have
the right to enjoy, ar.u behold the area as it looks in its present cvatc, which is the
only co;:< ition that uould fulfill their original expectations for the area.

Furthermore, as far as Till lands are concerned, due to the steepness of the slopes on
these two mountains, and the nann2r in which the Mountains rise from the surrounding
lowlands, it is my opinion, any disturbances b. r.an on "3LM Lands will be far more
visible than that of the U, S. Forest Lcrvi.ce lands which are located in the lower
elevations of Long i.ounuain.

Korth laaho is one of the most beautiful areas in the northwest, and Huckleberry Moun-
tain, Long fountain, and Cocolalla Lake encompass a highly scenic area; Perhaps the
most beautiful rural residential area in all Horth Idaho. *nd I'n sure this is a true
statement for nost of the people who have been orawn to this area, and have p.adc this
their choice as a place to reside. People have chosen building sites all around this
area very carefully just to take advantage of the nagnificicnt scenery and the pictur-
esque, uns >oiled, undisturbed and renotc look that the 312-1 lanes in Huckleberry and
lo-i; Mountain provide.

r.,s:L^:riAi sciitude

The beauty of this area, the solitude, the peacefulness; The view one cats when looking,

across Kvry '5 at Huckleberry Mountain when travelling to viorl: shortly' after sunrise;
The view one gets i:hen looking out across 'ocolalla La);e at Huckleberry and Long fountain
fron the public picnic groundsat noon; The view one gets when lookinc out his livinc
room window across ?ish Creel- to Huckleberry i ountain at sunset; These carx.ot be
matched, '.hey cannot be bought. They are priceless. The feeling of relaxation, the

solitude, the peacefulness this brings to ones inner self is also priceless. It nay
not be measurable by ordinary standards but it nevertheless is very real, and it cannot

be substituted nor replaced.

Almost all of the peoole who live here have chosen tiiis area, not just to live within,

but as a way of life. There are new priorities and values to the element of people

being attracted here. Scenic quality and visual beauty are of utmost importance. They
desire peacefulness, tranquility, relaxation, and solitude. They seel: a personal re-
lationship uith .mature ana the beauty it has to offer.

This nay not mean anything to someone 50 miles away, but to the residents of the area
it means everything. And by denying- the people of this area what they cane here seek-

ing, and unfortunately have taken for granted as a part of their landscape, is an in-
justice.

I cannot begin to stress the scenic beauty o± the area and what it means to the people

here. I only wish I co-.lu really put it into words, but try as I may, n; words do not
do the beauty of the area, nor what this means to nyself and others, any justice.

Sept. 11, 1?S' 18

18.2

3urcau of Land Management
P.O. 3o:: ICC?
Coeur d'Alcnc, Idaho C3CI4

Dear Mr. Ziraier and Mr. Craf

:

Please acljiowledge this report as comment on SKI'S Environmental Impact Statement for
I'orth Idaho. I have some general comments on the US but I have many specific cor.inents
on your general policies and classifications being formulated at this t!^.e, as set
forth in the draft HIS, anu how they nay affect 3L1 lands located near Cocolalla, Ida.,
an area fur which I have particular interest.

The residents and landou-ncrs in the Cocolalla area arc especially interested in 311-1 *

3

na^ia, enent of its lands in both Huckleberry fountain and Long Mountain. The location
of these lands are near rural residential properties and higher population densities
t.jan that of most j.ands managed by 3121 and, therefore, since this is a special situa-
tion, I feel it deserves special consideration by 3111.

Let me V-sgin by stating that I am opposed to Timber Harvesting, and the building of roads
on 3L": controlled lanes that are in both i:ucl:leberry fountain and Long Mountain and in
other scattered pockets located within the Fish Creek drainage. Currently these areas
are rated Class III under the "Visual Kesource" section of the LTS. You must understand,
it is more than a little disconcerting to me to comprehend how a mountain, which stands
out as such a prominent landmark as Hucl:lcberry, with its proximity to Highway $$, could
be considered for inclusion in Classification III. This underates the visual character
of this mountain. The Hucileberry-Long Mountain area is a valuable visual resource and,
therefore, should be given a Class I rating. From a "visual resource" standpoint, it
is ny opinion and the opinion of many many others that Huckleberry fountain and Long
Mountain are indeed prominent landmarks, highly visible from Highway f5, and are very
nuch appreciated, yet apparently underestimated for their beauty. The;/ are aesthetically
pleasing for both residents and passerbys from Athol to Sandpoint. In addition, the

ebenv-Ior-r fountain area serves as a scenic backdrop to Cocolalla Lake ana many
of the rcrz6.er.ccz in the vicinity.

And because of this areas location to population density, the public lands in question
n
?
Et lijjolv oeservc to be in Class I more than nany of the other, of the 21.; of 3LM lands

"lass I. Hundreds of people, perhaps thousands, witness this scenery everyday
cannot be sa-^d of most DIM landr.. Therefore, I maintain that the "I" is deficient

in its trcati'(nt of the entire CocolciDa area by classifying it within Class T II rather
than Class T.

Furthermore, as I and many others would like to see this area remain roadless and not
aged for timber production, these lands should be classified for "Cusuoci.-il

anagc: ent" along with h
c/' of 31;: lands in northern Idaio, according to oroposed

s in the IIS.

I an opposed to the opening up 01 these landr for timber production for a number of
reasons of uliich almost each one could stand alone as being a valid reason for
warran tin,'; Custodial Timber ' anagement.

Aesthetic Value iconic Heauty

aid ?3c;i;atio;:al scEiaii
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Consider the recreation of a Sunday drive by a family whether they are residents or
visitors. Consider again that Huckleberry Mountain rises 2100 feet above the valley
floor and provides the r.ost outstanding picturesque scenery that exists between the
population centers of Spokane, Coeur d'Alene, and Sandpoint. And consider its prox-
ixiity to Highway % 9 a major travel route and scenic Highway through Idaho, './hat
price can one place on this nontangible resource that the mountain provides in this
case? Though they may not comment when passing the mountain, the scenery and its
beauty in its present state has a subtle influence on that persons or fardly's drive,
on their inner feelings, their attitude towards themselves anc others, and ultimate-
ly the successful outlook towards that particular days drive.

PT10PSP.TY VALLES

As is stated in the Environmental Analysis
and subsequent sales by the L". £, Forest Service:

the Long Mountain limber Sales

Another very important concern is the effect that the management of these public
lands for Tinber Production would have on property values. An owner resnects his
property and, whether or not he wishes to sell out, he desires to kecr> his property
values as hirji as ;x>ssible. He shows this in everything he does as he fixes up his
grounds, his hone, etc.

Property values woild be affected, some more than others, but let it be Inown that
ever:- parcel of propert- where Kucklebcrry or Long Mountain form part of the landscape
will be affected to some degree by whatever method in which HLM chooses to manage their
lands

,

Tr.e property in this area commands a premim and a lot of this premium is based on
the beautiful scenery. If there is evidence of lodging, and if the remote nature
is lost, the mu.bcr of potential buyers attracted to the area will be reduced. This
is a fact. The only arguable variable here is what this nunb^r would be. It is my
opinion that it would be sizeable. 3ut sizeable or not, fewer bir/err means reduced
oemand. And the law of supply and demand states that reduced demand for any commod-
ity leads to lower prices. I am not implying that there will be depressed oropcrty
values after commercial timber management, but property values will" fail to accelerate
as quickly. And economically, the potential loss to the area in real estate values of
private property coulc' be astronomicall The potential loss of real estate tax revenue
coulc also be sizeable.

Mith cur I Lo sales on the Hatimal ,'orest lands, and if 3LM lands arc r-.anaged
for Timber Production, the flow of water in .'ish Creek will oc restricted during Sum-
r.er months. log ing nay increase water yield, out this increase would occur in the
spring when it is not needed. The result is a reduction of late sinner flows.

furthemore, the water quality would be affected fr^m siltation of the ctrca s at
certain times of the year. Me ere very concerned about the fragile soils on some of
these steep slopes and the possibility of erosion of the soils, and siltation of sorings
and streams during high runoff periods.

?h_c i.ill ultimately lead to the demise of the quality and quantity of our domestic
water supply. Springs and streams are very precious. Keeping the area in its natural
state uoilo protect the watersheds of the many users that depend on these lands for
their source of uatcr.
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ilCI rcu.iTict:

Once again relating to the fact that the 311! lands proposed to or included for Timber
Production . anage';c:it are located in a rural residential area, the effects of noise
from ecrrxreial forms of tinber nanager.cnt tc our environment, the people, and the

trildlifc, rmst be taJ:en into consideration.

This area is particularly susceptible to noise disturbance i; .en such noise originates
fro;i the surroundin' hills. The Fish Creel: valley is in a sort of bowl and this may

account for the far distance and intense loudness with which sound carrier t

the area. Chainsaus, vehicles, and rifle shots in the Lo.i ; fountain area are clearly
and loudly heard, and overuse of the area through logging operations, commercial thin-
ning procedures and other commercial timber management activities, forestry personnel,
vehicles, hunters, and fire woodcutters could ver/ easily bring about undesirable
noise pollution to the residences of Tish Creel . This i.-ould certainly conflict with
the cesire of the people coning to this area to see', a peaceful quiet environment
within natural surroundings.

pike at-csn a.~ P'.opirrry da:;age
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dies by ike . or tana .-i:h am a. > opt': . ldlife E&vir jon'i esea: rca

trvt'i tlat conr.creial log i Methods and at have been detri-
. ..< . I deer's ..abitat and has noticeably reduced their populations,

and thai tic whitetail deer in fad needs alirc stands of dense tir.ber for shelter.

The following statements arc tal.cn fron £tpt/Cct I°75- edition of . al public

a

tior. cf , i '.__..,.
i nether hiding or
inber -'or cover, 11

aging, white-tailed deer in tlie -wa /alley require mature

..1'cavii i occurs onl; near accessible cover."

ire tir.ber becomes another critical habitat compo:

I hole '. ins, creii

between one

"Logging also sec-mc to jc the
deer populations «,.."

ngle ; rta, t influence affei white-tailed

l;e are deeply concerned that an increase in the 'cse of these government laids for con-
nercial tiribcr manage cnt by forestry personnel, firewoodcutters, vehicles, off-road
vehicles etc. i.:ay create potentially hazardous problens for the residents.

hithout elaborating, an increase in the use of the area will increase the chance of
fire. As is stated in the Snviroraiental Analysis fieport for the Long fountain linoer
Sales and subsequent sales by the U. f . Forest Service: "If one good fire gets started
here, it iri.ll be easy to sa; it was not a good gamble."

i.'e are equally concerned with potential harassment of private property by trespassers.
Granting permission to a person to use one's property is fine. But opening up for-
estry" lands to jogging in a rural residential area such as ours promotes uninvited use
of private property. he are concerned with possible harassment by trespassers, cither
knowingly or unwittingly.

The inadequacy of the landowner to give proper surveillance to property located near
government lands, and the fear of the above possibilities is enough to cause anxiety
for the landowner*

Qrvz?:ra:T t z obiicatiu.: tc :•% plople

I question the liability and moral responsibility of tlie government to the people of
this area and the obligation to protect, preserve, and encourage the priorities and
values we hold dear. At what point does the government's obligation to the people,
and the residents desires for the area, based on past observances and future expec-
tations, turn the privilege of enjoying this area as it is, into the right, to engoy
it as it is?

Although we recognize the rights of other segments of the public and special interest
groups that would have this land nonaged in other ways, they would only be casual
visitors to the area. 3ut, as the manner in which these public lands are managed will
affect our lives ana our properties more than that of any other sector of the public we
believe that we have the moral right to determine its management. After all it is we
that will be observing such lands and living with the consequences of whatever nar.age-

ent ninn is undertal.en, day in and day out, and some of us for the rest of our lives.

deer use mall hone ranges so even a snail logging unit can aj ;, e porti
n individual deer's hone range. If the animal is displaced, i for sur-
_ _ severely jeopardized."

"About Dae-half of the Cwan '/alley white-tailed
the e::Lent it is 1.0 longer usable by deer durin

-or

; c - „s jcen lo to

~ wintering, "....deer no Ion, cr occupy areas that have been icavil; Logged."

"In the 3wan, decr-prcducir.g habitat has been redi Leantlj*"

"....in dense!; roaded areas, deer are prevented fr sir.; .12 of the available
habitat and their security is compromised."

* a ley -ore in gone management as disturbances tc cee-r rtatly
affect bi.cir willingners and ability to feed. Visible disturbances and noise distur-*
bances fron ccnr.crcjal foims of tir.ber nanarc:- ent, occur during lodging sales, during
aftcr-?cg- ;r.g thin.ii.ig procedui*es, precot.-j-.erc: a] thinning, arid £ continuous use of
an area fcr an on-r,oir.g pi-ocess of naxiniEing tii.iber production. Vehiclt traffic,
chainsauc and people all produce visible disturbances and noise urithin a der.rs
habitat, .\ccezz t motorcycles, snowiobiles, and ether off-i-oad vehicles can also
raise havoc. (Prt:e.itly in tlie Cocolalla area deer can get awaj fron a lot of distur-
bances into renotc regions).

The whiteteil is a high]^- nervous aniiral that suspects everything un;iatural to hi.r en-
vironncnt as a potential enery, and he will react tc the stimulus of "disturbance" by
seelrr'ng cover, '.his is a blessing that insures his sxivivaJ in hunting season. But,
the sad fact is, irf-.cn faced with disiurbance, the anlr.al will likely "bee." during times
when it should be feeding. Disturbance prevents deer from using certain areas, and
hecos then bedding in areas of cover for longer hours i,-hen they coild ue feeding and
storing, or replacing, depleted fat reserves.

Consider tlie folloiang relationship between "disturbance" and the health of a dec
herehere. Pregnancy and lactation arc h_;h stresses on a doe. In natvn

,

rage almost continuously in i . . ;, faifn's grovt; occur:, according
the doc's ability to recover from the previous winter. In late spring ami stunner

... oei

E to
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Let me share so;.:e personal feelings with you. A tree does not necessarily go to

waste if it is not cut at maturity, and if it is allowed to die on it? own accord.
And a parcel of timbered land does not necessarily go to waste if the tir.ber is not
harvested. I.'any of the trees that I have seen that were spoken of as having been
mature, and therefore necessary to harvest before the; die, were practically sap-
lings in terns of a trees life. Some nay die of disease but nany if allowed to,

trill live on long after we are rone, and oer children, and their children, and their
children's children.

God put trees on harth for several reasons. One was as a building material for man.
Others are to give off oxygen, protect water sheds, and prevent soil erosion. And
He also :-.aue thee aesthetically plcasir.' to man; A gift to be appreciated and re-
spected. And the larger a tree is the mere we marvel at it; The -ore it is appre-
ciated as a beautiful sight. Almost everyone appreciates trees, forested areas, and
natural unspoiled scenery, l.itness the population explosion of "orthero Idaho. Wit-
ness also the fact that people choose to leave large trees by their homesites and
yards, and plant others to beavtify their landscape.

Understand that I an not questioning the need for tir.ber production and tlie fact that
a tree is a valuable commodity, and I respect the logging industry highly. However, I

am suggesting that every tree and every parcel of land does not have to be harvested
at maturity. A tree has other values and the land has other values which are values
so important to the people of this area. And there hzs to be a balance here, V.'ith

the L". . iorcst Service opening up their lands for tii.iber production, and the Bureau
of Land hanager.c-nt classifying their lands for tinber production, all the public lands

in our area woulc be scheduled for log ing.

\t t ho:; little foresight we have. Shouldn't wc let those- who will cone after us

make some of the decisions on what should still rev-air. remote and pristine aid what
should not? They i.on't have that chance to make such a decision in the Cocolalla re-

sidential area because it is our generation that is railing it for then. lx> ire have
that right? "hat are our obligations to these future generations?

I.1UU7 ir.T

Hncroac population in the Cocolalla area irlll take awa; valuable deer, bear,

cougar and bobcat habitat in the future, ane. the ii.:portar.ce of the - ar.agc. c.it of these

public lane's ir. regard to wildlife cannot be put aside lightly. Sooner than re care

to adrJ-t cvr lowland: trill t" . c due: population i:. the r.umne: cf

reduction of habitat until . vch poptlatiunr zz we Jjnow ike;.'. tod\a" ;?.!! not be able to

he r,iair.ta3r*ct'. ..s ..ore and norc habitat is lost on private lands, the deer, bcr>r, and

cougai* populations will be forced to depend r.orc heavily on the e:ictir.g pub'ie Irnds

in our .-.rca. (In i.e cs'i ( of bear, cougar and bobcat this is trie already). Tliesc

public lands currently- serve as shelter, refuge, and a soui-cc of supply of ^a-c to the

valley's below, and t;.e importance of thi,s fact irill incixase in the future.

Intrusion by ran into an area brings ran; forms of casturbar.es; which ai*e detrii ental

to wilelifc populations. Presently, tl:ere are vrilcl !:uc! 1c berry patches in the !:uc!ic-

c:r;'-Ic:r ilour.ta/i. area i^.ich provide valuable sumrer anc fall fora'e for the Black

car in this s all hut rerotc area. lr.fcrtun;.i.ely, t: c bear, along irith '-he coLgar

and bobcat habitat .iust be cor.sidercd borderline at this time cs there arc fen 1 areas

ixst c£ ""J'kra; ^h between -oeur d'Alenc anc - ancpoint irith a nciiccablc bear or cou-

x>cs:ble e::ce;nior. of bobcat) populcticn no;., and higher gopulalior.

censity coirlct :~z[ loss of habitat aid increased human use, no^se, ant vehiclt ei.s-

turbar.ee, areas of solitude coi id gen.-.ar.e; tly drD.ve ti.cn fror t'.is

orca. ™ .: c;j: >c dot '-- through-

all of a doe's diet goes into prouuetion of mill- for the fai.n(s). The ucnones on her
are so great that not ur.til fall can s!ie begin to replenish deplete^' :<a re:erves.
Since the fall season is short she enters winter in poor conaition. roncequently,
bccaise of t!ie dc .ands placed on her, and her poor condition, the fai/r.s b:>m tlie fol-

in ray be too wea!: to nurse and ray die. This is natu-c: wa; of relieving
her stress so all of her foraging efforts are used to meet her out. demands.

Cr.c can easily conclude that edsturbances to the doe that may prevent her fror.; foraging
properly, and obtaining suf-icient nutrition, coi Id have a drastic affect on the sur-
vival of the doc, her unborn fawn, a live faim, or re;-t yczrr fawn, or all of i.hese.

The future ni-oc;ui.; ivity of the doe may be affected and very likely' the piX'di ctivity of
the entire deer herd with the end result of a reduced population.

Another important key to whitetail ..abitat is "'y :

.l':'_^- ." nature s L a. ds of tirtoer or.C

thick cover have been recently gaining acceptance as a necessary and critical part of
an individual decrs habitat, fince he is not willing to sacrifice his security for

. hi will choose feeding areas near accessible cover, fxte-neive log irg accompanied
by various thinning procedi-res produce a "simple habitat" of open tir.:ber wliich maj'

Increase browse but very often robs tlie deer of ir.portanl cover, .referring a
"civersLficd habitat," the anir.al naj- avoi< or e logged area and nay
therefore ovem.se another area within his range. The aninal nay be displaced by
choosing ^o ::ovc slightly to an ana with a more "diversified habitat" that can supply

by the deer,his preferences of food and si-elter. If cone areas on a range are avoid
and other areas arc overused, the end result is a population reduction.

"ROADS" have ar. important affect on a deer population. Thej invite human overuse cf
an area, briric i-u disturbances, and rob an area cf valuable habitat. ' ile'life habitat
lose not or.?, ir.cludcs tlie travelled surface jf a rem, out also consior rable dis-
tances to each si^e :f such roaa. T.xsc ai-cas irill not >c f-equented for fei

hecci:^ irposes anc u'o- Id provide negligible habitat, Rcat act as an obstacle for
game, cliscouragin; noverient, and dividi.r hone range.

"If.B?.Ic" and slssii ^reduced froi: corrr.ercial tir.ber r.ianagei ci.t cti'Ods bcconcs a

hindcra.ee to garie arid e'iscoiragc : use o: tlie arc,:, presents noverient irithin their
habitat, and reduces /.abitat.

". e arc all a;:arc of uhe value of "
'

.'. " as an important ley to wi'itetail

habitat, '.l-.ere arc over 1C<"X. aci-es of present and potential winter habitat on the

c;roorurcc of huchleberr, ana long houjitain and various small pockets within

the Tj.cr: iree- drainage, disturbance tc winter range areas anc aojacent areas, iriUi

reads, ti:brr harvesting, ano conrercial thinning, roule". greatly affect a decrs ability

for winter survival, fnovnobiiu access could be potentially devastating to a winter-

ing copulation.

Becaise tlicre is critical uintcr ra^.^e ir.volveu, uisturcanccs with, ror e.s ana leg; ing

i..r affect travc?vays, rigration routes, anc intcmeci-iatc ranges beti;ecn sirirxr and

•inter ranges, and cclc also be potentially uevu-statir.g to a winter: rg population.

In ccr.clvsioi-. of thi s stater.ient on irilclife we can sec that increasing browse pro-

duction as s by-product of corrcrcial ti :b- r ranagewerit is often a trade-eff of

ot! ( r equally important values such as si^elter and refuge. In the Cocolalla area,

with numerous residences in the loi:iands {and more to cor.c), irith zlw recent opening
of I • ~. i'ortST -crvice larids to logging and vara; us con crc : al tir.ber :.anagcr.cnt

procedires, with a new and unnecessarily iriae "orest fervicc Cyste . i:ao and

r.uncioi s inter Lttar.t i-c^.-i, the value of "ii. lands rer.ai-iing in an unroaded
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state become higWy important to the game as a retreat for quiet and refine, and

for survival of a healthy herd. Cnce this little bit of valuable game habitat

is penetrated by man, it is gone.

GEKET.AL ca I SUITS ON us

18

In commenting on the Environmental Impact Statement as it concerns all of "orth

Idaho I find that on the subject of wildlife management 15 pages are devoted to elk,

less than f-i paces for white tail deer, and about the same for black bear. I cannot

find a single sentence on the mountain lion or bobcat. Obviously the CIS is in-

adequate on its treatment of these other species.

Shelter in the forms of mature dense timber and thick cover should be recognised as

an important ley in game management and necessary for good vhitetail habitat.

Unrcaded areas should be recognized as vital to the survival of mountain lion and

black bear.

Under the proposed alternatives in the EIS, there docs not appear to be any guidelines

regarding the impact of noise produced from commercial timber management activities

and roac'.s, and the possible environmental consequences to the wildlife, and residents

of private lands located nerby 3L" lards.

Ho mention is made as to the effects of proposed alternatives on the tourist industry

and outdoor recreation industry.

In conclusion, as pertains to Bureau of Land Kanagenent lands in the Huckleberry-

Long I.'ountain area', I hope that BW. will honor these opinions and reconsider their

present proposed classifications for this area. With a little foresight these lands

classified for Custodial Timber lianagement will be appreciated much more in the future

than even the recidents and landowners woi;ld appreciate it now, and it would have a

greater use anci benefit to the public who will reside in and visit the Cocolalla Lake

Richard J. Borello

Post, Office' Box 226

Coeur d'Alene, Iclahc EjCll

cc: Regional Cupervisor, I'avid I-Icider

Dept. Fish I: Came, 2320 Government Vay

Occur d'Alene, Idaho

Response to letter Mo. 18

18.1 The initial classification of the Long-Huckleberry Mountain area as
vi sual resource management Class III is the result of an on-the-
ground inventory. Where landform or vegetation changes may result
from site- specific actions, the visual quali ty of the area wil 1 be
reassessed in a local ized site- specific environmental assessment.
The area in question does not meet the wi 1 derness or natural area
criteria for consideration in visual resource management Class I.

Response to letter No. 18 Continued

18.6 The habitat quality of some species is reduced near roads; however,
this reduction in qual i ty does not reduce available habitat to a

"negligible" level. An analysis of the effects of roads on elk, a

species thought to be more sensitive to roads and their use than
white- tail ed deer, was conducted for projected sal es and is

summarized in Appendix 2-3, Table A of the DEIS. A summary of the
elk habitat requi rements from which the analysi s is derived is in

Appendix 2-3.

18.2 The area cannot remain "roadless" since there is currently at least
one road on BLM administered lands on Long Mountain, in addition to
the numerous roads on adjacent lands.

18.3 The BLM has not proposed that all the public lands it administers in

the Long-Huckleberry Mountain area be managed for timber management.
Under the proposed action alternative 32 percent of the lands in the
Long-Huckleberry area would be allocated for other uses. Under
al ternative A 100 percent of the lands would be al located from
non-timber uses.

18.4 Intrusion by man can often be detrimental to some wildl i fe

populations. However, intrusion in the form of timber harvests can
benefit bear, bobcat, and mountain lion to some extent. Decreasing
canopy cover can permit increased huckleberry growth thus favoring
bear. Decreasing canopy cover increases forage for ground dwel 1 ing
rodents and snowshoe hare. This increases their populations thereby
increasing the food supply of predators such as the bobcat. An
increase in forage on winter range can favor deer and thereby provide
increased food potential for mountain lion.

18.5 Disturbance during critical periods is detrimental . The wildl ife
protection measures listed on page 2-15 of the DEIS provide for the
closure of roads on cri tical and important winter range duri ng the
winter months and requi re the maintenance of at least a 1.5 sight
distance cover border around any cutting units were more than 60
percent of the cover would be removed and along any roads left open.

18.7 Pages A-5 and A-9 of the DEIS recommend slash depth and treatment
guidel ines designed to amel 1 orate the adverse impacts of timber
debris. See also page 2-5 of the DEIS for discussion of slash
disposal

.

18.8 The BLM administers approximately 400 acres of white- tailed deer
winter range in the Long-Huckleberry Mountain area. A road presently
traverses the 320 acres of range on Long Mountain. The remaining 80
acres of winter range are on Huckleberry Mountain and have been
identified as "important" winter range and tentatively allocated for
custodial timber management. Due to the south aspect of the lands on
Long Mountain only partial or selective cutting methods would be

proposed. Increasing forage through the removal of overstory and the
burning and cutting of brush species would increase available winter
browse.

18.9 Much of the data concerning impacts to elk is applicable to deer and
black bear. The bobcat is addressed as a sensitive species on page
4-5 and in Table A, Appendix 3-2 on page A-29 of the DEIS. Mountain
lions are included in the list on page A-29 of the DEIS. The
alternatives would not affect the 1 i mi ted mountain 1 ion habitat on
BLM administered lands.

18. 10 The noi se resulting from timber management and road construction
activities is of a temporary nature and of a limited duration. Such
intrusive sound would have adverse impacts upon forest visitors and
local residents for the duration of the noise. These impacts would
more adversely affect those forest visitors and residents with high
expectations for solitude or isolation. On a regional basis,
impacts caused by timber management and road construction activities
would be minimal

.

18.11 Page 4-23 of the DEIS discusses impacts to recreation opportunity
and supply. No adverse impacts to the tourist industry resul ting
from any alternative have been identified.
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Martin J. Zimmer, District Manag-r
Bureau of Land Management
Post Office Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Dear Mr. Zimmer:

Septemoer 10, 1980

This letter represents five land owners in the Bonner

County area West of Highway 95 and Cocallala— in the general
vicinity of Long Mountain and the County Road.

We are Jim and Renee Jo^lson of Reno, Nevada; Lloyd
Dilbeck of Portland, Oregon; Jay and Betty Riseden of

Carson City, Nevada. All of us have been property owners
in Bonner County for over eight years.

Before we start jumping up and down about the perfidy
of the agencies that propose concepts that will re:

long term damage to the lovely land in r.his area, we want
to clearly state our position.

We are for classifying the acreage in all of these
sections as Class 1 . ( "Class 1 provides primarily for

natural ecological changes only. ).

We strongly object to classifying any part of this
terrain as Cliss 111, or higher. ( Class 111 allows ror,

"Changes in the basic elements of form, line, color, tej

caused by a management activity...", such as timber cle .

All of us are aware that logging and paper companies
represent employment, tax dollars and political pressure.
There is nothing wrong with that... on the face of it.

wrong
There is something/ however , if an opposing interest is

not being considered. Is there a legitimate opposing
interest and what is their position?

According to the indications that I have received from
the property owners I have been in contact with- -that are not
lumber company personnel— the vast majority of land holders
in the area are against any classification higher than Class 1.

Most of us bitterly oppose ripping roads through pristine land
and timber clearing on BLM and Forest Service acreage.

No group can reasonably expect a politician to

agree with them on everything. However, we do expect
support to keep the timber companies, BLM and the Forest
Service from mutilating one of the loveliest areas in

these United States.

My apologies for the numerous typing errors and the
length of the letter. Because I have to see that my
comments are in Coeur d'Alene by September 15, I did not
have the time to make perfect copies, or write a rhort letter.

s Lncerely

,

Governor John V. Evans
State Capitol Building, Boise, Idaho 83720

Ted Graf, EIS Team Leader, BLM
Post Office Box 1889, Coeur d'Alene, 83814

Jerry M. Conley, Director, Department of Fish and Game
600 South Walnut, Boise, Idaho 83707

Office Director, Idaho Department of Fish and Game
2320 Government Way, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Joelson, Post Office Box 5908, Reno, Nevada 89503
Phones: (702) 322-8877 / (702) 885-4322

This kind of activity, although temporarily profitable,
will destroy the basic character of the entire landscape.

This country is one of the most beautiful places in
the United States. I say that as someone who has lived
at various times in California, Nevada, New York, Utah,
Colorado, Hawaii and Texas. When we purcnased our property
we intentionally went into the northern panhandle of Idaho,
near those lovely hills, rivers and lakes. We wanted to own
land for ourselves and our children that would reflect a
particular kind of environment. An environment that still
allow the deer and bear to feel secure in the shadows of
trees and brush.

Not only would re-clcssif ication and timber cutting
destroy the beauty and environment of the terrain, but you
would be significantly increasing the threat of fire and
flood. A syndrome that has been repeated again and again
in places like California.

When individual land owners make their voices heard it
doesn't always have the same impact as a powerful group of
companies, legitimately representing jobs and taxes.
However, these land owners also represent commerce and tax
dollars. Our viewpoint has to be considered—and that view
is strongly for placing this land under the protection of
a Class 1 category.

Response to letter Mo. 19

19.1 Through the land use planning process, the BLM considers all resource

values in the development of its land use allocations. All interests

are considered in the allocation process.

19.2 The visual resource management classification of the Long-Huckleberry

Mountain Area is based on an on-the-ground inventory. The proposed

action alternative does not propose a change in this classification.

This are has also historically been classified as productive forest

lands. No "potential radical alteration" of the land is proposed.

The BLM has consistently presented all its land use allocation

proposal s for puol ic scrutiny. The tentative land use al locations

for the Coeur d'Alene District was presented to the general public

during 20 widely advertised public meetings in April 1979 and January

1980.

There is another aspect to this situation that disturbs
me. It is my understanding that letters and comments have
to be received by yourself and Mr. Ted Graf, no later than
September 15. We were never contacted by the BLM, or the
Forest Service about the proposed change in designation.
If it wasn't for a few phone calls we would have been un-
aware of the potential radical alternation of the land
that was being proposed for, in and around our property.
Obviously, this short deadline will restrict the number of
responses. I believe perfidy is an accurate description
for this kind of approach.

As a consequence of this partnership between the large
interested companies, the BLM and the Forest Service, a few
of us are in the planning stages of forming a Northern Idaho
Land Owners Association. This would not be an ad hoc commit-
tee. Our purpose would be to protect the interests of
Northern Idaho in general, and the individual land owners in

particular. We intend to establish a war chest for political

contributions. The intent would be to support potential

politicians and current office holders who generally see eye

to eye with us on most issues.
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Response to letters Mo. 20 through 58

20-58 Letters number 20-58 were received from the people 1 i sted below.

The issues identified in their letters are the same ones noted and
responded to in letters 18, 19, 59, and 61 . The concerns of al 1

commenters wil 1 be considered by the decision maker prior to any
final decisions.

List of commenters primarily concerned with the Long-Huckleberry
Mountain area:

Verne and Viola Ellis
Patrick Heki

Steven i Rita Price
Charles Humes
Shawn P. Ouffey
Mr. 4 Mrs- Phil Jennings
Laurence & Rita Sladick
Pearl & Leslie Schmer
Brian Castor
Vesta & Elwood Berry
Henry L. Stevens
Ed Callahan
James & Lora Cravey
Nancy A. Nesbitt
Alan 4 Norma Younker
Bill Mase
Pete Parker
Robynn M. Lujan
Brian Price
Ed & Margueri te Judy
Richard R. Borello
R. Hilmer Percell
L. A. Nelson
Richard List & family
Del & Donna Armstrong
Daniel Vaughan
Marvin Johnson
Joyce Klocek-Cal lahan
J. C. Saf feels
Sid Rayfield
Jeanne Spri ngstead
Barry Price
Joan C. Nel son

Clifford 0. Ownbey
Mrs. Rudolf Marmon
Glen Eich
Mr. & Mrs. James Miller & Sons
William J. Neil

Ken Hollinshead

Peter Charles WagstalT

Attorney at Law

H» Nonk Fourth StarH

Coturd'AUr. I(Um>0WU

September 15, 1980

HAND-DELIVERED

Mr. Ted Graf
North Idaho Timber EIS Team Leader
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Dear Mr. Graf

:

59

< T> *

*#

I represent several families residing at the base of
Huckleberry Mountain who will be writing to you also re-
garding the North Idaho Timber EIS. My clients are ad-
amantly opposed to the timber development which BLM
proposes for the Huckleberry and Long Mountain public
lands. Although timber harvest is not proposed to these
areas for a number of years, my clients are taking a com-
prehensive view in rejecting the development which is
proposed in the EIS.

These public lands comprise some of the last unroaded
areas, particularly west of Highway 95 between Coeur
d'Alene and Sandpoint. Yet timber harvest is proposed
for these two areas even though the EIS states that "It
is important to note that the BLM harvest volumes and
timber management acreages discussed in this EIS make up
a very small portion of the total for the entire EIS
area. " p. 1-1 . My clients submit that timber harvest is
not a crucial resource need from the Huckleberry and Long
Mountains area. There are other resource uses which should
take priority over timber harvest, and which have not
been adequately addressed in the land use planning process
by the BLM.

To begin with, the land planning process utilized by the
BLM is deficient in that it does not qualify under the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) . The Federal Land
Policy and Management Act of 1976, sets forth the require-
ments for land use plans developed by the BLM. Section
202. There is no mandate in this statute which exempts the
BLM from structuring its land use plans pursuant to the
NEPA requirements. The United States Forest Service has
done so, and it makes no sense that the BLM would fail to
do that. All of the land use planning documents generated
by the BLM should meet the rules and regulations prom-
ulgated pursuant to NEPA by the Council on Environmental
Quality. CEQ 401 CFR Section 1500 et seg. A review of
the BLM manual indicates that this has not been done.

59
Page 2

September 15, L980

Mr. Ted Graf
North Idaho Timber EIS Team Leader
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1839
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho

59.1

BLM Manual section 1600 et seq . The BLM only plans to

I

undertake Environmental Impact Statements for issues of
timber harvest, grazing uses, and wilderness. This is an

! inadequate study of the emphasis which might be given to
> the various public lands in North Idaho.

J

This is particularly shown by the set of alternatives which
are presented on p. 2-8 of the Timber EIS. Those re-
source allocations exhibit essentially either an all-or-

!
nothing view toward timber harvest. The alternative A

i (non- commodity) is the only alternative which presents

|
timber harvest on less than 50% of the public lands. A

more gradual range of possible alternatives should be con-
sidered. In particular, there is no alternative which

I

includes wildlife as a primary resource allocation.

' This deficiency precludes the public from effectively
participating in the planning process with regard to re-
source allocations other than timber harvest, grazing and

j
wilderness. The sparsely attended public meetings in

;
Coeur d'Alene and Wallace in 1979 hardly constituted the

', public involvement which NEPA+FLPMA require. The BLM
I certainly did not push and advertise its land use planning

!
process to the same extent that it has intensely pursued

j its wilderness program. The public has been effectively
shut out from the land use planning process itself. The

alternatives weighted toward timber harvest indi-
cated on p. 2-8 of the Timber EIS bear this out.

The orientation of the EIS is further set forth on p. 2-15.

Wildlife protection is set forth as a mitigation measure,
rather than as a resource enhancement. The BLM does not
present wildlife management as the primary resource in

any part of its planning process. No environmental impact
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Mr. Ted Graf
North Idaho Timber EIS Team Leader
Bureau of Land Man-jement
P.O. Box 18 89

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
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September 15, 1980

Mr. Ted Graf
North Idaho Timber EIS Team
Bureau of Land Manaqement
P.O. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83314

statement is proposed at all for wildlife management and

enhancement. In fact, the Management Framework Plan,

MFP-1 indicates the fol lowing:

WH-6.7 Initiate a study of white-tailed deer

in North Idaho that will obtain data on food
habits, movements, road impacts, and habitat
requirements. The data will be used to develop
habitat management guidelines for white-tailed
deer.

No data is available for white-tailed deer in

Northern Idaho which can be used to mitigate
management actions or initiate habitat develop-
ment procedures.

I Despite the paucity of knowledge regarding white-tailed deer,

the Timber EIS nevertheless purports to set forth detailed
I data on the nature , duration, and sign if igance of impacts
jof the proposed alternative and other alternatives upon
Iwhite-tailed deer. EIS, p. A-45 - A-49. This contradict-

ory treatment of the white-tailed deer resource would seem

to indicate that proper emphasis upon the deer resource is

jnot being made. An EIS incorporating wildlife management
[should be developed to generate the needed information
'before decisions are made.

'The Timber EIS alleges that the proposed altsmativ
'only create a loss of 393 acres of habitat for white-tailed

'deer through road construction. The BI.M alleges that this

constitutes a .7% reduction in white-tailed deer habitat,

[such a comment does not take into account the indirect im-

pacts upon the white-tailed deer population through road

'construction. The literature indicates quite clearly that

Ideer will not continue to use areas that have been roaded,

'and that they are extirpated for quite a distance on either

My clients are very concerned that other resource needs take
precedence in the BLM lands on Huckleberry Mountain
Mountain. This is particularly so for the white-tai led deei
resource. The Idaho Fish and Game Department, in comments
which will be submitted regarding the BLM Timber EIS, states
that the vicinity of Long Mountain and Huckleberry Mountain
should be identified as important white-tailed deer
Land use classification for that area she
reduce impacts of whi te- t ai led deer in tr

_ _ habitat

.

ild be changed to
is area.

Yet the BLM, through its unit resource analysis, URA-3, has
not even identified on its map overlays that Huckleberry
Mountain is an important white-tailed deer habitat. This
omission is inexcusable, and further tends to support the
view that the BLM has not considered alternative resource
management in this area. There are already many subdivij
west of Route Highway 95, and this deve lopment has pushed the
white-tai led deer into the higher elevations . The re are
presently no roads to Huckleberry Mountain, and parts of Long

I

Mountain remain undeveloped. Timber harvest in thes*
by the BLM will only serve to reduce the white-:
population Li ntion to the objective set- forth in the
MFP-1.

IThere is no doubt that the timber harvest proposed by thi

iin Huckleberry Mountain and Long Mountain will be con
with other types of action, such as adjacent subdivi;

i development , which will have a cumulative and com]
5 9.1

1 |
impact upon the envi ronment . Vet the t imber LIS has failed
Ito consider and discuss the thr^-j typ^s of actions, ilternal i

and impacts which may have cumulative nifii in1 impacts.
40 CFR Section 1508.25, J508.27.

The impact upon the white-tailed deer will probably be much
worse than outlined in the Timber EIS since these cumulative
(impacts have not been considered. Thr EIS also I uled to

50. 1 2 consider whether any wetlands will be subject to destruction,
jloss or degradation. Such consideration is required pursuant

59
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Mr. Ted Graf
North Idaho Timber EIS Team
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
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September 15, 19R0

Mr. Ted Graf
North Idaho Timber EIS Team Leader
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

side of roads which are constructed. This is also

by the increased access which is generated by the roads

for hunting and other purposes. The MFP-l indicates in

Objective WH-o that

Improve and maintain white-tailed deer habitat
to support and estimated 12.5% increase in

populations by 1990.

.

RATIONALE

White-tailed deer population are currently deel

while demand is increasing. Bureau of Wildlife Po

(1603.12 D 3 (a)) is to maintain maximum diversity
in sufficient numbers to meet public demands...
White-tailed deer habitat is decreasing because of

known developments, plant succession, and human
activity. The estimated reduction in deer habitat
by the BLM cannot be accepted.

'This manner in which the Timber EIS fails to examine the in-

direct effects of environment impacts is only one way in

! which the EIS itself fails to meet the NEPA standards. The

;
rules and regulations promulgated pursuant to NEPA by the

i CEQ require that an EIS include discussions of:

"(a) Direct effect and their significance,
(b) Indirect effects and their significance,
(f) Natural or depleteable resource requirements and

conservation potential of various alternatives and

mitigation measures..." 40 CFR Section 1502.16.

None of these requirements have been met m the BLM timber EIS.

The total direction of timber harvest has apparently reduced

the importance of other resources to little consequence.

to the Executive Order No. 1190 issued oj Ma; L977, by

the President.

My clients are also concerned about the impacts on the

visual aesthetics of Huckleberry Mountain and Long M<

The table on page 4-20 of the LIS indicates that 55% ol all

class II BLM Lands will be lowered in classification after

the proposed timber harvests are completed. Most of this

reduction will be made to Class III, although a substantial
portion will be made to Class IV. The land on Huck

Mountain and Long Mountain has been placed in Class III.

This proposed timber harvest is an incredible impact upon

the visual aesthetics of the land adjacent to my clients
property, and upon the entire BLM land ownership. It is

difficult to understand how the BLM can state that the

proposed alternative will create only a "slight decrease
in visual quality." EIS, p. 4-28.

My clients are quite concerned about the overall development
activities which are proposed. The road development will
detrimentally affect the water sprinqs which are used for

water supply on my clients' property. The noise levels of

the high-speed trucks which drive on the Long Mountain road,

two miles away are already very high. The steep slopes of

Huckleberry Mountain will be subject to soil erosion if

road construction and timber harvest are permitted.

Many property values will decrease as a result of the road
and timber harvest intrusions in the area. The EIS presents
no marginal cost benefit studies to support the need for

timber harvest in the Huckleberry Mountain and Long Mountain

I

areas. The only figures used are the simple formulas which
lassume that seven jobs are created for every one million
Iboard feet produced, together with associated money incomes.

JMy clients submit that this calculation is inadequate under NEPA.

My clients hereby request that the Huckleberry Mountain and
Long Mountain areas, as prominent landmarks, be placed into
CUSTODIAL TIMBER MANAGEMENT. As such they should be placed
into Class I of the BLM visual resource management (VRM) system.
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Mr. Ted Graf
North Idaho Timber EIS Team Leader
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1889
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Lonq Mountain and Huckleberry Mountain each constitute
little more than one section at 640 acres each- These areas
cannot contribute a significant amount of timber to the over-
all timber production in North Idaho. Their value as
habitat and environment for other resources, particularly
white-tailed deer, mandate that they be designated and left
in their primitive state. My clients are concerned about
the loss of primi tiveness to a very spectacular part of
North Idaho.

We request that copies of this letter and other letters sub-
mitted by my clients be included as part of the final EIS in

this matter. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely

,

Peter C. Wagstaff

>yj

Response to letter No. 59 Continued

held at the following locations to solicit public Input on the
proposed tentative land use allocations: Grangeville, Rigglns,
Lewiston, Elk City, Wallace, Sandpolnt, St. Maries, and Coeur d'

Alene. All meetings were advertised in local newspapers and through
public service radio coverage. In addition, any people who had
expressed an interest in our land use planning process were sent
written notification of all meetings. Written status reports were
also sent to all Interested parties.

The BLM advertised its land use planning meetings at the same
intensity as it did the wilderness meetings. The fact that the
local media devoted more space to coverage of the wilderness
meetings Is probably indicative of the controversy surrounding the
wilderness issue. The publ 1c has had numerous opportunities to
participate In our land use planning process.

59.5 Through agreements with the states, the BLM is responsible for
wildlife habitat management on the lands it administers. The
states, in this case the State of Idaho Department of Fish and Game,
have taken responsibility for management of the wildlife on all
lands within the state, including BLM administered lands. Wildlife
management, as such, is therefore not available as a primary
resource for the BLM. Through the planning system, however, BLM has
proposed many actions to improve and enhance the wildlife habitat
available on BLM lands. During the development of the land use
allocation process, many tentative allocation decisions were based
on wildlife habitat needs. Many of the management constraints
placed on timber management activities are for the sole purpose of
enhancing wildlife habitat. In addition, many of the management
guidelines discussed in the EIS will either primarily or secondarily
enhance and protect wildlife habitat values.

59.6 Despite a lack of detailed site- specific data concerning white-
tailed deer in northern Idaho, there is data available from other
areas. This data, of course, must be assessed to determine its
applicability to the local situation. The analysis of impacts to
white-tailed deer as presented in the EIS are based on available
inventories, appropriate literature, consultation with the Idaho
Department of Fish and Game, and the professional judgment of the
EIS wildlife biologist.

Response to letter No. 59

59.1 In order to ensure that its land use plans comply with the Council

on Environmental Quality's regulations for implementing NEPA, the

BLM has developed the Resource Management Plan (RMP) concept. This

system will tie the land use planni ng process directly to the

environmental impact statement process as required by the CEQ

regulations.

Those planning efforts which were initiated prior to the publication

of the CEQ regulations (November 29, 1978) were categorized as

"interim" plans to be compl eted under the exi sti ng Management

Framework Plan (MFP) process. The Coeur d' Alene plans fell into

this "interim" category.

The timber and grazing management environmental impact statements
being prepared by the Coeur d'Alene District are the result of court

orders. The agreements between the courts and BLM require the

preparation of designated single resource (timber management and

grazing management) environmental impact statements.

Certain publ ic lands were not considered during the Management
Framework Plan process. These lands are the 53,001 acres of

designated roadless/wilderness study areas. By November 15, 1980

the BLM will make recommendations as to which of these lands should

receive continued consideration for designation as wilderness areas.

An amendment to the MFPs will be initiated in early 1981. This

amendment will be completed using the RMP process, including the

preparation of a multiple use environmental impact statement.

59.2 See the Development of Alternatives discussion in the addendum

section of this document.

59.3 All alternatives propose timber management on less than 50% of

public lands as follows: Proposed action alternative - 29.6%, Alt.

A - 7.2%, Alt. B - 32.9%, Alt. C - 31.7%, Alt. D -29.6%. Alt. E -

25.8%. Al ternative A includes wildl i fe as a primary resource
al location.

59.4 An aggressive publ ic participation program was developed and

implemented to provide the public with current information on the

Coeur d' Alene District's land use planning efforts and to solicit

publ ic input concerning these plans. A series of twelve publ ic

meetings were held in April, 1979 in the following locations:
Bonner s Ferry, Sandpoint, Wal lace, St. Maries, Coeur d' Alene, Elk

City (2 meetings) Grangevil le, Lewi ston, Riggins, Moscow, and
Orofino. In January, 1980 a series of eight public meetings were

Response to letter No. 59 Continued

59.7 Appendix 4-2, pages A-44, 46, and 47 of the DEIS, state the impacts
to deer resulti ng from road construction and subsequent use. It
shoul d al so be noted, that the MFP-Step 1 process is simply a

resource recommendation phase and identifies a totally unconstrained
resource enhancement possibility. It should not be construed as

being any form of management policy or guidance.

58.9 The EIS contains appropriate discussions of the direct and indirect
effects of the al ternatives in Chapter 4 and in the appl i cable
appendixes. Item (f) of this comment is adequately assessed through
the comparative information presented on pages 4-26 through 4-28
concerni ng energy usage and the irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of resources.

59.9 During the drafting of the URA-3 map overlay, an error was made in

which the outline of important winter range was inadvertently drawn
one section northward of where it should have been drawn.
Huckleberry Mountain has approximately 80 acres of winter range
habitat that is administered by BLM. The winter range is shown
correctly on Map 3-9 of the DEIS.

59.10 The BLM administers about 400 acres of identified white-tailed deer
winter range on the south side of Long and Huckleberry Mountains.
The important winter range on Huckleberry Mountain (80 acres) has
been tentatively classed as custodial timber management. The 320
acres of winter range on Long Mountain have been tentatively
classed as extensive timber management. Due to the south aspect of

these lands only partial or selective cutting methods would be
permitted (see page 2-12 of DEIS). Please see the responses to
letter number 61 and the copy of the letter (reprinted here) from
the Idaho Department of Fish and Game to Mr. J. R. Joel son
concerning the Long and Huckleberry Mountain area.

59.11 BLM is not proposing any subdivision development as part of its
timber management program.

59.12 See page 2-18 of the DEIS for statements concerning wetlands,
would be impacted by any alternative.
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Estate of idaho
DEPARTMENT OK KJSH AND GAME

September 19. 1980

STATE OF IDAHO
61

DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

September 11, 1980

HUlSt II1MH1

Mr. J . H. Joel son
P. 0. dux S^Ob
mho, mV <J9SU3

'Je*r Mr. Jet 1 son:

Tn«n* you for your recent letter expressing vour interest in
tr.e Long . ountain area ot" Bonner County.

Our jjcpertr-it-nt shcres your concern over the future status of
lend use in the area around Lonp and Huckleberry mountains.
Although wo do not support e Class I visual designation for
the area, we have F-aee record *;, at ions tc the KL." -h-t it
receive specie! management attention tc protect and enhance
wildlife values, especially white-tailed Jeer. This dees
not ibeac we would o;,,cse all tir.bcr 'files. Vc dc f

however,
recorjend that er.y prcrored sales be desi^nef4 to preclude a

proliferation of roads aad timber cuts that would detract
f toil the use of tne area by wintering an i ails

.

In rear.«»inf. bit> game animals such as white- tailed deer, it
is essential that the land produce essential food, as well
as cover for escape and thermal protection. A mature stand
of timber, while providing the necessary protection, is
Halted ir. providing sufficient food for the animals. Hone
new openings in the timber cover must occur in order for
forate to be provided. As new timber growth occurs in these
areas, new openings have to be established, either through
natural conditions , suci. ns fire, or through the 1 i.-.ited

rectoval oi the tiJ.Ler by logging at designated sites.

It is our Department's intention tc worl closely with the
BLM to see that this segment of their proposed Class III
lands receive special consideration for improving conditions
for wildlife. If their decision is to retain this classifica-
tion it should be possible, through careful planring, tc
proviue stipulations in thtir land use plans that will
protect ouch of the visual and use concerns that von have
expressed, as well as to establish suitable habitat for
wildlife.

Sincerely,

DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

Governor (.vans
Martin iiiajner (ELM)
Ted oraf (liLM)*-

Keglon 1

Jerry M. Conley
Director

Mr. Ted Graf
North Idaho Timber his leader
Bureau oi I and Mangement
I', Box 1889
Loclii d 1 Mene, I i

1

Hear Ml . Gl H

[ft i nv i t onu enl a ! i inp n t st.it.-

1 1 nib cr Management, " prepared by the
;,,..... .ii Department .

inrrh 1.1 inn

3l I and Managem

oiWe are pleased with the action of the BLM in I

the "Elk '

' ca1 i m
of these requirements, along with othei stipulated fish and

wildliff prot i isur< for all timber sale: , is most

Iencourag r ratios for elk should he

computed along with roa I
prior to and after the

proposed actions and displayed in the final I
['.

Because of it importance as a white- tailed deer winter
range , we request that special management attention be
appl ied to any proposed t imber sales in the Long Mountain
and Kl*ckleb«nrf Mountain areas. This same attention should
be given to the deer and elk winter ranges in in} t imber
.ih.s ,i ] nug the Little and Ma in Salmon rivers . 1 lies e timbered

areas are considered critical to the survival of a large
population of wintering animals.

Wi i Ii regards to the p roposed action alternative se Lee ted, it

would be our preference to have on* dev< Lope'd with a higher
noncommodity emphasi .

Lall) in ii;' areas of fish and

wildlife enhancement. I he alternative, presented in the
draft provide little compromise between commodity and noncom-
mod ity uses

.

1 1 1, mV you for the opportun ity to re

draft report

.

an J this

Sincerely
,

DEPARTMEN1 OF i 1 SH jlND G VM1

erry M . Conley/
i rel t o r

Regions I
, 2 5

Bur. Wildlife

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER EQUAL OPPORTUNT Y EMPLOYER

Response to letter No ._ 59 Con tinued

59. 13 The lands in question were not "placed" in visual resource Class
III. This initial classification resulted from an on- the- ground
inventory. No decisions have been made concerning the allocation

or classification of any BLM lands di scussed in this EIS. Such
decisions will be made by the District Manager after a review of

the EIS, public input, and any addi tional data concerning the
alternatives. Si te-speci fie environmental assessments wil 1 be
prepared for al 1 actions. These assessments wil 1 analyze the

1 ocal i zed impacts to al 1 resources resul ti ng from any proposed

actions. The statement quoted from page 4-18 of the DEIS is

accurate in a regional context.

Response to lett er No ._ 6

J

61.1 Existing forage to cover ratios and road information is available at

the District Office. Space limitations preclude inclusion in the

EIS.

61.2 Special management attention will be given to those areas

identified. Such attention will include continued consultation with

the Department of Fish and Game.

59.14 The economic impact assessment in the EIS is a regional analysis.
The EIS does not state that there is an economic need for any
possible single timber sale. The calculations for the economic
impact section result from the DYRAM computer model, an accepted
method of economic assessment. Also, see response number 16.8.

61.3 See the Development of Alternatives portion of the addendum section.

The proposed action alternative is a balance between commodity andThe propo
non-commodity uses
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6. Table 2-9 projects greater stumpage revenues from Alternative

64.6 C (No Action) than from other alternatives which propose increased

I
harvesting. This is counterintuitive and should be explained.

J

7. Alternatives evaluated should include decreases in annual

! harvest levels similar in magnitude to the increases proposed in
64.7

I Alternatives B and D. We doubt that Alternative A, due to its

j
extremely low harvest, is a viable alternative.

Martin J. Zimmer, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 1889

Coeur d'Alene. Idaho 83814

RE: BLM North Idaho Timber Management Draft E1S

Dear Mr. Zimmer'

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has completed its review of

the BLM North Idaho Timber Management Draft E1S. We have no major
concerns regarding substantive issues or the proposed action as pre-

sented and have thus rated the document as L0-2. (L0 signifies that

we "lack objections" to the proposed action, based on EPA's areas of

statutory jurisdiction, while the 2 rating indicates that insufficient
information was provided on certain proposed actions).

Attached are our detailed comments and suggestions on the EIS. Our

primary concerns are that the range of alternatives considered should

address decreases in annual harvest levels similar in magnitude to

proposed increases; and that statements of "no significant impact"

should be substantiated with the data used to make such judgements.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this draft EIS. Contacts

by phone with your staff have been very informative and cordial

and we hope to maintain open communication. If you have any

questions regarding our comments, please feel free to contact

either me or Craig Partridge of my staff at (206) 442-1285 or (FTS)

399-1285.

Sincerely yours.

Elizabeth Corbyn, Chief
Environmental Evaluation Branch

64
8LM NORTH IDAHO TIMBER MANAGEMENT DRAFT EIS

EPA COMMENTS

1. Chapter 4 (Environmental Consequences) should be expanded to

provide a more detailed analysis of the proposed alternatives so

that reviewers can better evaluate their comparative merits. The

means of mitigating any adverse environmental impacts associated
with the alternatives should also be addressed more fully.

2. While the total BLM land holdings in Northern Idaho is relatively
small, operations on several BLM parcels adjacent to the Salmon River

south and east of Riggins could have significant impact upon that

river's quality. For example, intensive timber management could

|

significantly impact stream flow, increase sediment production, and
; lead to fish habitat losses. Coordination between the BLM, Forest

!
Service, State and private land owners is essential to controlling

j
such watershed and river basin impacts and should be addressed in

! the EIS.

!
3. Specific mitigation measures designed to reduce environmental

impacts of proposed actions should be discussed in the EIS. For

example, standards of construction, size and minimum flood require-

ments for crossings, culvert removal, maintenance schedules, and

any other mitigation measures should be included in the discussion
of environmental consequences of constructing stream crossings in

I fish habitat areas. Reference to appendix 2-4, road guidelines,
,
should also be made in the discussion. Extreme care in road

j
construction is especially critical considering the important

, anadromous fisheries in the EIS area and the steep and erodible

j
slopes characteristic of the soil series presented in appendix 3-1,

table A.

Response to letter No. 64

64. 1 The assessment made in the EIS is a regional analysis and,

therefore, di scusses environmental consequences in a cumulative
manner. Adequate analysis of the comparative merits and impacts of

each alternative is available through use of Table 2-2 (page 2-5

DEIS), Chapter 4, and those portions of the Appendix which amplify

the data summarized in the text. Means to mitigate adverse
environmental impacts are incorporated as design features for the

alternatives and include management guidelines detailed in Chapter 2

and associated appendixes. There were no adverse impacts identified

which would require additional mitigating measures. During the

development of site-specific environmental assessments covering the

on- the- ground implementation of the general management program

assessed in this EIS, localized adverse impacts may be identified

which will require the development of specific mitigating measures.

These impacts and resultant mitigating measures will be documented

in the environmental assessments.

64.2 BLM recognizes the need for coordinated efforts to reduce potential

impacts to watersheds and river basins. Some of the agencies with

which the BLM coordinates its activities are listed on pages 2-29

and 2-30 of the DEIS. The assessment of sample timber sale 3-6

indicated no significant impacts would occur to the Salmon River.

64.3 See response 64.1. Specific mitigating measures concerning

standards of construction, size and minimum flood requirements, etc.

are incorporated as design features for the alternatives. Our

analysis also indicates that it is the failure of stream crossings

that cause significant impacts to stream biota, not the construction

of the crossings (Erman et al . 1977).

I 4. In several instances, the term "no significant impact" is

used without adequate discussion of the data leading to such a

64.4 conclusion. We recommend that levels of significance be defined

\
where possible and that each alternative be compared with such

j
levels to minimize the necessity for subjective judgement.

5. BLM's estimate of particulate emissions from prescribed burning

j

is approximately half that of the Idaho Department of Health and
64.5 Welfare, Table 4-1. The reason for this discrepancy and an explana-

I tion of the different methodologies utilized to estimate emissions may

J

be appropriate.

"Levels of signi f icance" are extremely difficult to express ei ther

quantitatively or qual i tatively. In summari zing the rel ati ve

significance of impacts, the authors of the EIS used a system of

threshold variance where possible and sound professional judgment

where necessary. A statistically accurate system of thresholds is

difficult to establish for a regional context in which less than 2^

of the land area is managed by the preparing agency. A fairly

accurate and non- subjective compari son of probable impacts can be

made using Table 2-2 (page 2-5 of DEIS). During the site-specific
environmental assessment process, impact thresholds will be

developed for smal 1 , local i zed geographic areas. Impacts which
exceed these thresholds wil 1 be deemed significant and will be

analyzed for mitigation or project modification.



Response to letter No. 64 Continued

64.5 See the last paratgraph on page A-37 of the DEIS for a discussion of

the differences between BLM and IDHW estimates.

64.6 See errata section for new data.

64.7 See Development of Alternatives and Alternatives Identified but not
Considered discussions in the addendum section of this document.

United States Department of the Interior

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

P.uitii Nurtliwcit Region
65 Response to letter No. 65

65.1 See errata section.
Fourth .Hid P.kt Building

Seattle, Washington 9SI01

L7619(PNR)PC September 16, 1980

Mr. Martin J. Ziramer

District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1889

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Dear Mr. Zimmer:

We have reviewed the Draft Timber Management Environmental Impact
Statement for the Coeur d'Alene District of Northern Idaho and have
the following comments to offer.

Although the proposed timber management plan does not appear to

impact lands administered by the National Park Service at Nez Perce
National Historical Park, we feel the park should be included on

the area maps, and reference to the area should be made in the sec-
tions on "Historic Resources" and "Recreation" (on pages 3-20 and
3-22 respectively)

.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this document.

Sincerely yours.

<%£x#/6''s/uKwc
Glenn D. Gallison
Associate Regional Director,

Planning and Resource Preservation

L-30
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ERRATA SECTION

Following are errata and their accompanying corrections. They are the result of public comment

and governmental agency review.

Corrections were made only in the case of factual errors and verbal expressions that were

likely to be misleading. Minor editorial and grammatical errors were not noted nor corrected.

Chapter 1

Page 1-1, BACKGROUND - Following the third sentence, change the paragraph to read as follows:

One purpose of the proposed timber management plan Is to provide a full spectrum of Integrated,

forest management practices upon which the proposed timber harvest levels depend. Conversely,

the level at which timber harvests could be maintained would depend upon the availability of

funding for all the necessary timber management practices.

Chapter 2

Page 2-2, Alternative E (Transfer of State Lieu Lands) - Following the fifth sentence insert: It is

recognized that the State of Idaho would probably manage these lands for timber production;

however, it is not within the scope of this EIS to assess State management of these lands.

Change the last portion of the sixth sentence to read: ... acres of BLM managed land

available for timber production.

Page 2-7, TABLE 2-3 - Scenic-Visual Resource Management - should be on one line.

Page 2-8, TABLE 2-4 - Footnote "Lands Action" and "Adverse Location" as follows:

4 Lands Action designates lands which are pending transfer to other parties.

5 Adverse Location includes lands that because of their physical isolation are

difficult or impossible to manage for sustained yield timber production.

Page 2-11, Intensive Timber Management - In paragraph two, first sentence, fourth line, delete the

word "intensive".

In the same paragraph, delete the last sentence and Insert the following: The following

practices are guidelines only. Their application would vary as site-specific needs dictate.

Page 2-11, TABLE 2-6 - Under Alternative C, change Intensive acreage to and Extensive acreage to

80,489.

Page 2-13, Fertilization - Change 10 year intervals to 20 year intervals.

Page 2-19, Paragraph two - Delete the word "intensive" wherever it appears in this paragraph.

Page 2-22, Cutting Practices - Change item 1. Selective Cut to read Seed Tree, Shelterwood, etc.

Page 2-28, TABLE 2-8 - Change the fertilization columns to read as follows:

Alt. A Alt. D

Proposed Non- Alt. B Alt. C Accel. Alt. E

Action Commodity Commodity No-Action Harvest State Lieu

Fertilization 199 46 235 219 164

E-2



Page 2-29, TABLE 2-9 - Change the table to read:

Alt. A Alt. D

Proposed Non- Alt. B Alt. C Accel. Alt. E

Action Commodity Commod i ty No-Action Harvest State Lieu

Stumpage Dollars 14,050 3,230 16,610 11,280 15,460 11,070

Page 2-30, Idaho Department of Lands - State Fire Protection Districts should be included within

this discussion.

Chapter 3

Page 3-19, TABLE 3-9 - Add the following line item to the table:

NAME CHARACTERISTICS OWNERSHIP COMMENTS

Nez Perce National Historic Resources NPS Entered on National

Historical Park Register 10-15-66

Page 3-21, last paragraph of second column - Substitute the first sentence with the following: A

direct relationship to livestock forage values in timbered areas exists between the preferred

palatible vegetation understory and canopy cover.

Chapter 4

Page 4-23, Regional Employment - Change 43 jobs to 42 jobs in this paragraph.

Page 4-24, TABLE 4-10 - Footnote the alternative E column as follows: This column only shows how

BLM's contribution to the local economy would change and does not reflect any management the State

would employ on selected lieu lands.

Page 4-26, Alternative E - Change this paragraph to read: The following analysis is based on the

assumption of a reduction of BLM managed forest lands through the transfer to the State of

Idaho of lieu selection lands. The analysis only shows how BLM's contribution to the local

economy would change and does not reflect any management the State would employ on selected

I leu lands.

Chapter 5

Page 5-4, LOCAL GOVERNMENT - All Indian Tribal Councils should be included under the Local

Government heading.

Append ix 4-2

Page A-39, IMPACTS TO WILDLIFE HABITAT - In the last paragraph, change the first sentence by

inserting the word permissible between the words maximum and amount.

Glossary

Page G-2, Board Foot - Please change the word "tick" to thick.

Page G-2, CI imax - Add the following to the end of this definition: . . . given indefinite time
without disturbance.

E-3



Page G-2, Cu I I - Change the definition to read as follows: Any item of production, e.g., trees,

logs, lumber, rejected because it does not meet certain minimum specif Iciat ions for commercial

uti I ization.

Page G-11, Timber Stand - Change "for" to from.

References

The following references should be added to this section:

Chr 1 stophersen, Kjel I A. et al . 1978. Idaho Forest Productivity Study - Phase II Economic Analysis .

Forest, Wildlife, and Range Experiment Station, University of Idaho, Moscow, p. 30.

FS. 1974. Accipiter Biological Unit Management Plan. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest

Serv ice.

Jones, Stephen. 1979. "The Accipiters - Goshawk, Cooper's Hawk, Sharp-Shinned Hawk." Habitat

Management Series For Unique or Endangered Species. Report No. 17. USD I
- BLM Technical Note

335.

Reynolds, Richard T. 1975. "Distribution, Density, and Productivity of Three Sepcies of Accipiter

Hawks in Oregon." M.S. Thesis. Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon.

. "Distribution of Nest Sites, Patterns of Use, and Site Requirements of

Accipiters in Western Conifer Forests." Undated paper.
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